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PREFACE 

The ptoceaa o~ ttanaition 6tom authotitatian 

moatly 6tom militaty coup& to civilian tule aince the late 

1970& haa been the 6ocu& o6 many acholatly wtitinga on ~ -: 
" ~ ~ ~ 

Latin Ametica and the Catibbean. Moat teaeatcheta have 

howevet, undetlined the tenuoua natute o~ the ttanaition 

6ot, in the 6itat place powet to the elected civilian tuleta 

in moat counttiea haa invatiably been handed ovet on the 

tetm6 and conditiona o~ the atmed 6otcea and beaidea, 

nowhete auch ttanaition haa entailed ahi6t in the econom~c 

and political powet o6 the dominant elitea. 

When the amall Catibbean ialand countty o6 Haiti 

otganized ita 6itat ~tee electiona in Vecembet 1990 

electing a tadical ptieat Jean Betttand Atiatide aa Pteaident, 

ptoponenta hailed it aa the culmination o6 the Hemiaphetic-

wide ptoceaa o6 democtatization. Howevet, only a6tet aeven 

montha in o66ice, Atiatide waa ovetthtown in a militaty 

coup undetlining thetenuoua hold o6 democtacy in Haiti. Haiti 

militaty junta backttacked on ita pledge to allow Atiatide to 

tetutn and aaaume pteaidency in Octobet 1993 and continuea 

to de6y the ptoclaimed intention& o6 the tegional hegemon 

viz., u.s. to 'eatote Atiatide to powet, i6 neceaaaty thtough 
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ha~6he~ eeonomie and mititaty mean6. Sinee then mititaty 

ju~ta ha6 with6tood all dome6tie and mote 6o intetnational 

p~e66ute6 ineluding an OAS and UN oil and atm6 embatgo. 16 

Haiti a pointe\ to the te6t o6 the ~egion, whete the a.s. 

ha& 6etved a6 an in6pi~ation and a eataly6t to thei~ ~etu~n to 

demoe~aey in the tate 19806 and ea~ly 19906 in mid6t o6 a 

6etiou6 global eeonomie e~i6i6, the impaet o6 whieh i& mo6t 

e~ititeal on eounttie6 o6 the tegion whieh ~n the pteeeding 

deeade6 had 6aeti6ieed thei~ eeonomie& to the dogmatic 

po&tulate6 o6 con6lieting ideologieat pet6ua6ion6. 

The 6ituation in Haiti not only 6pea~6 o6 the 

di66ieultie6 in t~an6ition but al6o o6 the 6hatp politieat 

polatization. While milit~y te6u\e6 to aeeept Ati&tide 

baek, A~i6tide ha& catted 6ot hat6he~ eeonomie and. mitita~y 

m~a6 ute6 even th If. eatening a po pu.lat upti6 in.g .again& t the 

milita~y ~egime. Mo6t analy&t6 th~te6o~e, de6etibe the 

culf.lf.ent Haitian 6ituation a6 a zelf.o 6um game. ln thi6 

impo~tant te&pect, Haiti di66e~6 6tom ~e6t o6 the tegion 

whe~e the t~an6ition to the civilian tute ha6 mo~e o~ten 

than not been negotiated and 6mooth. 

Haiti in many ~e6peet& i& a peeulia~ eountty. Among the 

poolf.e&t on at( eeonomie in.dicatot6, the only Black, Ftench/Cteote

&peaking countty, and the 6econd count~y to deetate it6el6 an 

independent tepublic in the We&te~n Hemi6phe~e a6te~ the u.s., 
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Haiti 6inee it4 independenee in the nineteenth eentu~y ha6 

evolved neithe~ in6titution6 no~ t~adition6 o6 demoe~aey. 

Con4ide~ed 6t~ategieally impo~~tant, it 4aw u.s. inte~vention 

in 1915 o4ten6ibly to make it 6a6e and 6table. By 1934, 

U.S. t~oop6 had withd~awn without e~eating a nation o\ 

6emb~lanee o6 6tability o~ demoe~aey. Then 6ollowed the 

long pe~4onali6t autho~ita~ian ~ule o6 the Vuvalie~ 6amily,, 

6i~6t F~aneoi6 Vuvalie~ (Papa Voe) 6~om 1957 and then 

hi6 6on Jean Claude Vuvalie~ ( Baby Voe) 6\om 1971 until 

hi6 depo6ition in a po~ula\ up~i6ing in Feb~ua\y 1986. 

The p~e6ent 6tudy attempt6 a 6u\vey o6 the 

movement that ove~th~ew Jean Claude Vuvalie~ and the 

6t\uggle 6o~ a demoe~atie ~ule 6inee then. Amo\phaa6 

and 6~ee o6 ideologieal and o\ganizational eon6t~aint6, 

the aim6 and impul6e6 o6 the popula~ movement went beyond 

me~e t~an6ition to a eivilian \ule. 16 it beeau6e the 

movement o~iginated in the impove~i6hed 6lum6 and \emote 

, ~u~al a~ea4 awhieh had along been negleeted and b~utalized 

unde\ the Vuvalie~6 and a~e now demanding a 6ai~ 6ha~e in the 

development p~oee66? Vu~ing ti,, eleetion eampaign, 

A~i4tide had p~omi6ed only 'pove~ty'with dignity' to 

Haiti'6 poo~. Fa~ 6~om 6eeking a \adieal t\an66o~mation, 

A~i6tide and hi6 6e lavale i.e~2'elean6ing' movement 

only eampaigned again6t eo~~uption, monopolization o6 
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te~~o~ o6 the National Secu~ity Voluntee~6 (~i44nianet6de 

ta Secu~ite Nationale ) that i6, the pa~a-milita~y gua~d 

Tonton6 macoute6 ( bogeymen) who have 6utvived the Vuvatiet6. 

The 6tudy highlight6 the con6ttaint6 o6 a civiliann 

~ule in dete~mining the 6ocio-economic 6t~uctu~e6. Tndi~ectly, 

the btie6 tenu~e o6 A~i6tide al6o highlighta the limitation6 
~ 

o6 the ~adi1l theology. Tmpot~tant a6 the6e queation6 ate, the 

a6pect o6 milita~y ~ole 6eem6 to be equally 6igni6icant. 

Why the milita~y in Haiti ha6 6aited to p~eaide ovet a aucce666ul 

t~anaition? Poat-1986 pe~iod aa~ the e~panaion o6 both 

the ~anka and the 6outce6 o6 en~ichment-- both legal and illegal 

o6 the milita~y. Initially committed to civilian tale by 1988, 

milita~y o~ at leaat a patt o6 it had changed ita poaition ~tom 

being an a~bitet to a claimant o6 powe~. Lacking in coheaion, 

it waa a divided milita~y that unde~ e~te~nal pte66u~e6 e6pecially 

6tom u.s. had o~gani6ed the 1990 etection6. Howevet, Ati6tide'6 

victoty wa6 ~eceived both by milita~y and the u.s. with a 

cettain amount o6 app~ehen6ion due to hi6 ability to d~aw auppott 

6tom the ~u~at poot again6t the ~uting u~ban-ba6ed etite6. 

16 it the 6aitu~e to 6ind a mode~ate civilian who could •moothen t 

the p~oce66 o6 t~an6ition that e~plain6 the de6iant po6ition o6 

the mitita~y and a dilatoty ot a non-commital poaition o6 the US. 
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US pe~ceptio~ a~d policie4 ~~ve a bea~i~g o~ the 

dome4tic political p~oce44 i~ Haiti. While 4uppo~ti~g the t~a~4-

itio~ to a civilia~ ~ule a~d committed to A~i4tide'6 

~e6to~atio~, US policy o6 p~ovidi~g eco~omic a~d milita~y aid, 

mode~~izing the milita~y a~d it4 ~ea~ i~6i6te~4e on e66ecting the 

t~a~6ition th~ough the medium o6 a~med 6o~ce4 4eem6 to ha~e 

o~ly embolde~ed the milita~y a~d ~eta~ded the p~oce66 o6 

democ~ati6ation. 

The p~e6e~t 6tudy attempt4 top de6c~ibe the 

political p~oce44 a~d the natu~e o6 democ~atic 4t~uggle 

i~ Haiti 6ince 1986. To begi~ with, a b~ie6 i~t~oduction 

6ocu6e4 on the ba6e4 o6 the ~ule o6 Vuvalie~4. P~e4ident4-

6o~-li6e, Vuvalie~4 ~uled the count~y with heavy handed~e46, 

pillagi~g the economy and mo~opolizing all wealth. unde~aftding 

the ~ule o6 Vuvalie~6 we~e the Tonton6 macoute6 who te~~o~ized t 

the populace and cou~te~-balanced the milita~y. Mo~eove~, by 

e6tabli6hing 6tate monopoly ove~ p~ocu~eme~t a~d e~po~t o6 

co66ee and othe~ p~dduct6, Vuvalie~6 had eliminated all 

di6ti~ction6 betwee~ 6tate ~eve~ue6 a~d pe~6onal wealth. The~e 

al6o evolved a 6uppo~ti~g economic elite a~d a 6mall middle 

cla66 both o6 Blac~6 and mulatto4. 

Such an appa~ently imp~egnrble a~d eliti4t 6y4tem 

howeve~, 6ailed whe~ Jea~ Claude Vuvalie~ wa6 depo6ed in 
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~ popul~~ up~iaing in Feb~u~~, 7986. A aepe~~te ~h~pte~ de~la c 

with the o~igin o6 the movement ~nd the n~tu~e o~ 6uppo~t it 

enjoyed ~mong the u~b~n ~nd ~Y~«l poo~ ~6 well ~6 ~mong 

&e~tion& o~ the middle ~l~66 ~nd the bu&ine&&. While 

deline~ting the th~u6t o6 the popul~~ movement, the ~h~pte~ 

~l6o 6o~u6e6 on the eme~ging politi~al pa~tiea and politi~~l 

~on6igu~ationa. 

It ia Jimpo~t~nt to de&~~ibe 6epe~ately the 

inte~im ~ule o6 the milita~, 6\om 1986 until 1990, the \i6ing 

ten6iona and 6i&6u~e& within ita ~~nka elp~e66ed th~~rtgh 

~oup6 ~nd ~ounte~-eoup& in the mid&t on ita 6ailu~e to enau~e 

~ &mooth t~anaition to ~ popul~~ eivili~n but &u66ieiently mode~ate 

te~de~. The 1987 Con&titution though 6~~med bq a eon&e~vative 

body unde~ the w~tehf·tt eye o6 the milit~~y-dominated inte~im 

~~tion~l Gove~nment Couneil (C~G) had to unde~ popul~~ p~e&&u~e 

eoneede to demand& &uch a& an independent eleeto~al Commi&&ion 

and deba~ting the p~o-Ouvalie~iat elementa 6~om eonte&ting 

eleetion&. Fea~ing the eleeto~al vieto~y o6 ~adieal and 

populi&t elementa in the eleetion6 p~omi6ed in ~ovembe~ 1987, 

the Vuv~lie~iat elementa wo~king th~ough milita~y and the Tonton 

maeoute6 \etu~ned to 6abotage the ele~total ptoeeaa, annufl the 
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Con6titution and 6ma6h the popula~ movement th~ough violence 

and intimidation. The mllita~q o~ganized election6 off Janua~y 

1988-- bq and la~ge admitted a6 6a~6ical -- 6aw the con6e~vative 

Le6lie Manig«t o6 the ~~i6tian Bemoc~atic Pa~tq a6cend 

to the p~e6idencq though only b~ie6lq. 

Ma66ive US militatq and economic a66i6tan~ce a6tet 

1986 o6ten6iblq to 6ttengthen the democ~atic p~oce66 in 

~ealitq onlq 6ttengthened the expanded and mode~nized 

a~med 6otee4 which by 1988 had deueloped it6 own politiral 

ambition6. With Tonton6 macoute4 allied to it, milita~q 

had developed 6ou~ce4 o6 it6 own en~ichment 6uch a6 th~ough 

6muggling o~ ~epo~tedlq thtough na~eo-tta66icklng 

which we~e ea~lie~ monopolized by the Vuvatiet6. Evidentlq 

the election o6 Ati6tide 6utthe~ polatized the 6ituation. With 

Vuvalieti4t etement6, wo~king thtough millta~q and tonto~macout~ 

unwilling to ~eta~ o~ concede thei~ hotd ove~ 6outce4 o6 

powet and en~ichment, the coup o6 Septembet 79f7 wa6 

6taged 4inee A~i4tide'6 policie6 and 6tqte o6 6unctioning both 

th~eatened the po6ition o6 the milita~q and Haiti'6 p~ivileged ~ 

6ew. The4e and othet ~elated i66ue6 a~e dl6cu66ed in 

4epe~ate chapte~6. 

No gain6aqing, US petception and poticie4 have 

an impact on the dome6tic political p~oee44 and the ~utu~e o6 

democ~acy in Haiti. A 6epe~ate ehapte~ dealing with the 

6ubject 6eek6 to highlight the con~equenee6 o6 US policy 

in the context o6 the ove~th~ow o6 A~i4tide and the i66ue6 
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that have. t.~, to the. pJte.6e.rtt i:mpo.&/&e.. rt de.tail6 the. tong o.rr.d 

toJttuou6 pJtoce.6: o6 rr.e.gotio.tion6 unde..~t the. o.egi& o6 the. 

O.~tgo.nizo.tion o6 Ame.Jtico.n 6to.te.6 (OAS) o.nd the. UN. Ne.ithe..~t 

rr.e.gotio.tion& no.~t &o.nction6 ho.ve. 6o 6o..~t &ucce.ede.d in pe.Jt6uo.ding 

the. mil.ito.Jty junto. in giviqg up powe..~t o.nd o.l.l.ow the. .~tetuJtn o6 

A.~ti6tide.. Eve.n the th.~teo.t6 o6 o.rr. o..~tme.d mul.tino.tiono.l. for~ 
-tn 

ho.ve pJtoved~6e.~ttile. The pJte&ent impa6~e indicate6 the 

6haJtp pola.~tization irr. the body politic. Indeed, Haitian 

pol.icie.6 haa b~come a ze.~to 6um game. Which, pe.~thap6, 

err.cou.~to.gement and guidance o~ Latin Ame..~tico.n Studie.6 

thi6 .~te6ea.~tch wo.~t~ would 1 be incomplete • Fo.~temo6t, 1 am 

gJteatty inde.bte.d to my guatdio.n and mento.~t P~tol .. ~a.~taycutarr. 

who not only helped in the 6ele.ctiorr. o6 the 'te6ea.~tch &ubje.ct but 

al6o &tood by me. all th.~tough my cou.~t6e o6 6tudy. My 6iace.~te 

than~6 to P.~to6e.~6oy&o6e Le.al FeJtJte.iJta who 6i~t6t a6 all 

i6 a wonde.~t6ul. pe.~t6on arr.d who6e. advice}irr.6pi.~ted me in my wea~ 

mome.nt6l 1 owe. Vt. Abdul No.6ey my &ince.Jte. gtatitude. 6oJt hi& 

o.tte.rr.tion arr.d 6uppoJtt all th.~tough the. cou't&e o6 6tudy e.6pe.cio.lly 

in guiding me to o. coJt.~te.ct pe.Jtce.ption o6 the. i66ue.6 involved. 

Amorr.g6t the people who ho.ve done. the.iJt utmo&t 

in a66i6ting thi6 pJtoject o..~te my uncle M.~t. C.2. Nag.~taj, my 
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and V~. A~~hana Chatu~vedi. 16 not 6o~ thei~ timely a66i6tan~e 

1 would have 6ound it e~t~emely'di66i~ult in 6u~~e&66ully 

~ompleting thi6 wo~k. A~o~d o 6 thank& J.o my typi6 t M~6. Pant. 
I 

And 6inally. I wi6h to thank my pa~ent6 and my 6~iend who6e 

ble66i~g6 have 6een me th~ough all my 6u~~e&6e6 and 6ailu~e6 

but 6o~ thei~ immen6e 6en6e o6 6aith and $on6iden~e in all my 

endeavou~6. 



CHAP'reR -I 

'XtlT RODUCT~ON" 

The small Carrihean islam republic cE Haiti has 

since its imepemence fran Prance in 1801, had a turbulent 

political history• Ruled by Spain fran 1492 to 1697 and 

thereafter by :rrance, Haiti saw the first influx· c£ the 

sl,ves from Africa at the beginning oc tlE sixteenth 

century, with the emergence oc large sugar estates owned 

by the White settlers. 

However, the emanicipation of the slaves in 1793 

resulted in several isolated uprisings ~ich devastated 

the countryside, destroyed the plantation system and cz:eated 

conditions tt anarchy and authoritarianism. The massive 

naval invasion by Prance umer Napolean further contributed 

to prevailing anarchy am hastened the declaration d 

indepeooence. Thus, what had begun as a slave rebellion 

ended in the destruct ion c£ sugar estates am thereby sane 

redistribution d. the land am the energence of the first 

black republic in the western Hemisphere. 1 

1) Brain weinstein and Aaron Segal, !!!\,!ti 1 political 
Failures and Cultu,Ial .§!lCCess ( New Yo.Iita Praeger,1990),p.2. 
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The period fran 1804 until 1915-- when u.s. marines 

lanced in Haiti -- was marked by continuous civil wars 

interspersed with brief periods of political stability 

imposed by ambitious regicnal strongmen. O=cupation by 

us forces saw Haitis' teturn to, me may say, colonial 

status as the new c msti tution granted special privileges 

to us commerc 1a 1 and business interests am created a 

new professional army umer u.s. tutelage. Besides, 

u.s. occupation sharpened racial division am hatred 

~tween the mulattoes invited a strong reaction from the 

majority comprising c1 blacks. 2 situation. snow.i.balled 

into a dixect confrontation when in 19fl, President Elie 

Lescot launched a campaign c1 discrimination against 

blaCks and eliimination c1 the vooct oo.u.s. forces witbiraw 

in 1934 leaving behind sharper political divisions and 

bitter racial divisions and without creating conditicns 

either of political stability or democracy. 3 

2) Raymond I.e sl ie Bueu; •'!be American Occupation of Haiti 
Infornation service, New York, Foxeign Policy Association, 
Vol.S ( "Z7 lrovenber - 12 Decerrber ,1929) 1 390. 

3) James & I.eyburn, The Haitian people ( New Havens Yale 
University Press,l966).p.p. 131- l65. 
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Haitian society has for lcmg temain ed diNided into 

two distinct and mutually contradictory identities. On 

the one hand, are the urban based elites ~o have precipitated 

a stagnant economy and redumant political order. On 

the othe:..r side ef.ghty per cent c£ the population that 

comprises of rura 1 Haitians have had almast no improvenent 

in their stamard c£ living for over one hum.z:ed y~rs. 

Jean- Price- Mars, the fcrenost Haitian think« 

articulated what many felt that the national elite haw 

maintained control over 90 per cent d. the peep le - both 

rural and urban-- via custan, force and marriage. 1be 

masses follow their own custOIIS am cultuxe aDd want to be 

away from all political power. 

The urban based elite is French - speaking, 

worships in catholic op Protestant churches has always 

prided itself on its ties with FrEilCh am other European 

cultures and has done busire ss with U.s. and Canada 

and bought to control am channe 1 the ccnntry•s contacts 

with the outside world. It has always relied on patronage 

and coercicn fer political control. It has despised 

democratic values and been nanipulative ani bier archial 

in whiCh uen axe appointed on the basis c% kinship 

friehdship or proven loyalty. They conprise of the 

governnental ministries, the military and presidential 

gua.tds the courts, church hierarchy, the test public arxi 

.te ligions school systems, medium and large business and the 
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extra- ofF ieial secxet police, thugs am inforners ~o lie 

centxed arrund the capital city port - au- Prine e. 

The rural masses have never partie ipated alongside 

the urban - based elites. '!bey have sorted out their 
.:.;. 

loca 1 affairs so as to minimize gave rnment intervention. 

Following this t.rem a variety c£ self-help rreasures 

including the traditional shared- harvesting are telied 

upon rather than the pursuit of governrrent help. such 

sensitivity has rrade marly retreat in sare place into 

cultivation of subsistence crops away fran cash crops 

which bring attention from Port- an - Pr!Jx:e. E-ven today, 

the Haitian peasant purely and simply ignores the 

governnent legislation and opposes it with an umerground 

customa.uy law wh :lc h alone regulates intra - community 

re la tiona. 4 

The ~asant world is Creole -speaking broadly 

partie ipatory and based on rit2 s and spectacles related 

withVoodoo.-.-A material basis for theconservatism·and 

relative stability characteristic of rural axeas atleast 

until recently is landownership especially attachmmt . 
" to ancestral land. soon after tndependence large estates, 

particularly in t1'2 Scnth, were broken up mainly for the 

benefit c£ army officers. Ordinarily, soldiers and 

4) As in Jean-Jacques Hono rat, Engue .te sur de 
develr;rrent (port _ an ... Prince: Imprimerle.centra.le,1974), 

21 as uoted bv Brian weinstein am Aaron segal in 
~~iti:Polit~cal Failures and Cultura 1 success 

(New Yorks praeger,1990),p.3 
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former slaves settled on vacant lands claiming it for 

themselves ani their deseendants evolving a large de-facto 

land tenure system with little movement from department 

to departmellt within Haiti. It is said that neither 

methcX!s of cultivatiCI'l nor the crops shosen have changed 

since 1790. ~s 

'!he adult population is 80 per CEilt illiterate. 

with Haitian popular culture based m ~retic religion, 

race am a sense of identification "dtn the land, it c£fers 

Haitians an altermtive to pure subjugat~:::,oo. such socio.. 

cultural milieu .no doubt, militates against all developnental 

eff arts. 

How politics has been comu::ted an:i ~at kind 

of a political process has evolved in su::h a soc iety'l 

Of particular interest in this context is the period since 

1956 when first i' rancois. Duvalier and after his death 

in 1971 his son Jean-Claude Duvalier ·ruled·· as p.tesjQents -

for - life until 1986. \'1161 Jean.. Claude Duvalier was 

deposed in a popular uprising. 

5) Jean - Price- Mars, La vocation de 1 1 elite 
(Port- an - Prince I Imp" riene rie Edmontl Chenel 
1919) pp. 87-90 as aUoted by Brian wanste in and 
Aaron segal in Haiti 1 POlitical Failures am 
Cultural success (New York Praeger,1990), p.7. 
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The present chapter na.kes an attempt to 

describe am discuss the rule c£ Duvalier family. Divided 

into f wr sections it discusses the najor support bases 

of the Duvalier family rule. 

The rise of ~ rancois Duvalier was en account 

of the Bharpening racial divisions b!tween the politk:ally 

and economically p~ rfulmulatto and the poor and deprived 

majority of blacks. Duvalier exploited than to perpetuate 

his own J1i!rsonal - authoritatian rule. As the second 

section highlights, Duvalier acconplished this without 
• 

brmging any meaningful economic dewlopnent. Rather, 

as has been discussed, the tlntire ec011anic and f inan6ial 

system worked to increase the personal wealth of the Duvaliers 

and the elite around them. 

Bes:lde monopolising all economic reasources, 

Duvaliers ruled by C<Xltrolling the armed forces am by 

building an alternate centr.e c£ coercive power viz. Ton 

ton Macoutes. 1'be third section highlicjlts the significant 

differeoces between the armed forces am the- TontOn-fMacoutes 

and their political rule·durislg the~-periOd' d. considerable 

interest in the prevaleDCe of Voodoo cult in Haiti. 

Francois Duvalier, himself well-versed with its intricacies, 

effectively used voodoo to build an ·aura of bearly -

divinal powers and thereby of legitimacy cn-ound his person. 
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pERSONA# IST AUTHORITARIAN_BUIE CF OOVALIERS: 

In a marked recognition of the riding black consciousness 

the suprEme legislative organ, the Naticnal Assembly c:£ 

Haiti elected a moderate Dumarsais Estme as tl'e new 

president d. the country in August 1945 EstiRle governnent 

tried to bring a sapprochrrent be tween the mulattoes and 

the blacks by appointing many blacks in the government 

and the atmy. He also showed his res~ct for Haitian cultural 

tradition by zespecting the vocdoo cult. He included 

many blacks inclue ing his former student, Dr. Francois 

D1lval:ier as labour Minister in his Cabinet. Using his 

position as labour ministec and also ~ing secretary_ 

general of the workers - peasant Movenent (MOP) p:trty, Duvalier 

build his popularity inc loo ing a network c:£ loyalists 

especially among the poor blacks of Port - au - Prince. 

Thus, when Duvalier sta ked his claims for presidency in 

the election of 1956, he had considerable support amcng 

the blacks -- both rich and poor. 

Tl'E elections approached, Duva lier and Louis 

Dejoie, a brown- skinned industrialist emerged as front-

runners. Duvalier•s support came from wo~k~s mostly 

black through the MoP, the leaders of the army. He enjoyed 

"6 
sane but not complete u.s. support too. 

6) Robert Debs Heinl, Jr., arrl Nancy Gordon Heinl, written 
in BloOO; '!he Story cf Haitian peq?le, 1492 - 1971 1 

-{Boston : Houghton Mifflin, f978}, p. 582. 
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As President Estime resigned in 1956, on accrunt of 

opposition fran members of the legislative assembly, Paul 

Maglorie took- over as interim president. Maglorie was 

soon forced to resign as he faced popular dernonstratioos 

leading to vi~lenoe and bombings rerortedly by the supporters 

c£ Duvalier. 6 Maglorie's departure brought Colonel Anta1io 

J<ebrean, a friem c:£ Duvalier as the militax:y commander. 

During the voting i tse lf soldiers were stationed at 

the polling stations and Duva lier •s opponents claimed that 

the army influenced the results in 1956 elections." 7 

As President Duvalier represented and was bac~d by 

the new class of black prdessicnals, civil servants aoo 

rural land -holders. During the first half of his foorteen 

year rule, Duvalier eliminated competition and consolidated 

his po~r by destroying the army as an inde~ndent force 

and by creating his own militia nicknamed Tonton Macoutes 

(bogey men) in 1959 which brought a reign c£ terror and 

6) Robert nebs Heinl, Jr., and Nancy Gordon Heinl, written in 
blood: The Story c£ Haiti~!! peeple, 1492- 1971,(Bostoos 
Houghton Miff lin, 1978), P. 5 82. 

7) Loriner Denis and Dr. Francois Duvalier, Probleme des 
classes a travers l'historie el' Haiti ( Port- an..Prince: 
Collection (tes Griots, 1948 p.3 as quoted by Brian 
weinstein am Aaron Segal - Ha iti:Politica 1 Failures arrl 
Cultural success p. 38-9. 
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blocrlshed to all appositicn. External isolation was 

another measure he used to keep away fran international 

critic ism. 

After his father's death, the cnly son, Gean Claude Duvalier 

took power in 1971 and ~gan to rule since Francois Duvalier 

had already manipulated the constitution introducing a 

hereditary presidency. Jean - Claude Duvalier began his 

first decade with visible political and economic liberalization 

as he brought in sane ~w faces in upper echelons, invited 

Technocrats to return home to participate in the ecooomic 

revolution called 'Jean - Claudisme' arrl started a I.eapproachment 

between the blacks and mulatto elites-. H! also began to 

reduce external isolation and explore new avenues of 

* relationship with outside wcrld. Decades c£ agricultural 

neglect were beginning to te redresse:l by foreign projects 

as ~ 11 as efforts of private coluntary organizations. 

Ho,..rever, at the sane ti~, o::cassional expulsion, arbitr.aey 

arrests and the uncovering of •p.ots• by allegedly •communists' 

and other opponents all o::cured. Hit by world recession 

in the 1970s, the econany how~;ver, worsened and this 

augrren ted the migration of economic refugees in small boats 

to Florida. Like his father, Gean Claude Duval! er also 

found himself devoting much of his energies towarc..s own 

survival. 
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~tims l!!_th Private Businesss 

Haitian eccnomy arxl politics ran on the basis of \Jlat 

can be dese ribed as fra~hise rights granted by the 

ouva 1 iers, P:t:edominantly an open, private enterprise economy, 

the dominant economic elites urxler Duvaliers cwld have cnly 

few sources d large indepame nt income fran the la rx1, 

min ing r irrlus try. 

with one a the highest population density (700 persons 
-

per square Kilometer ) in the world, and with nearly 40 per 

cent ct. the populaticn belo.~ 14 years as per the 1971 census, 

the pt:edominantly ag~arian econany has over t~ decades 

experienced changing agricultural practises, growing laooless

ness and envircnnental change bc:tnging in the process rising 

social discootent and political dissatisfaction. Under 

Duvaliers, the economy operated in such a way that 80 per cent 

of the rural population paid nearly as per cent of the 

internally generated revenue while receiving less than 20 per 

cent d the government experoit:Ut'e. 8 Foreign ajd and 

donations by foreign voluntary agencies contributed to nearly 

80 per cent c£ the g011ernnent booget. 

Agriculture has been the mast important sector in the 

8) James Allman and Jdln !1ay, "Fertility MOrtality Migratial 
and Family Planning in Haiti, Populatioo Stui ies, vol. 33 (1982). 
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national economy constituting in 1 cr/9 about 40 per cent cf. 

gross Domestic Product ( GOP ).Most Haitians, have, 
. r 

f 1ndings the b<fers with Dominican Republic encouragingly 

conven :ient taken to snuggling activities and settlEd down to 
\ 

raising comrercial and staple food crops simultaneously. 

Rural black middl(:woman buy the surplus food production fa: 

cash and resell it to women retailers in the cities and 

towns. women play a highly 4Ddependent role in this and are 

responsible for almost all fatm to narket transport and 

actual narketing of both focrl and cash crq,s. It is 

estinated that there are 180,000/- coffee producers 

'9 representing a family pOpulation d. about 9,00,000 persons. 

It is estimated that nea·rly 40 p er cent cf. all comme.rc ial 

and industria 1 firms are Haitian owned, one third are foreign 

owned am the rest are joint ventures. Most of these f i.J:I[S 

export base balls, clothing, electonics, souvenirs etc. '!he 

wholly or partially owned foreign enterprises dominate 

commercial mining and agricultural export sector. Major 

foreign investors include HAMpCC with its meat - packing 

export and .Renolds who are engaged in mining bauxite. 

----------------------- -------------------------------------------
9) Anthony v. Catanese, "Haiti s Identifying Poor as a . 

Targetted Population : An Inductive Outcome from Rural 
Haiti, • if_9Urnal c:£ Developing~~, vol. 25, no. 4, 
July 1991, pp. 529- 30. 
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Haitian craft itr.ustry caters mostly to the needs d. 

the tourism which by itself is one d. the least develeped 

sector. Communication and transport sector especially read 

transport in extren:e ly poor enabling in the prcc ess rra.ny d. 

the outlying areas and tours enjoy a kirrl c£ autonomy am 

immunity fran the dictates cf Port- a:tt - Prince. 

External trade is highly imbalan:ed with external 

debt climbing to 227.: millioo with interest paynents annually 

of $. 178 millicn in 1979. Public sector works badly though 

accounts for 10" d. the ~P. 'nle public sector serves parti

cularly as an instrumEDt of redistribution from the poor 

to rich by providing inferior services to the former. Another 

off - budget item is the national lotte ey whiCh takes U.s. 

$ 500,000 a year. An oroerly monetary system ope~ator with 

the Haitian gour2-e l:e ing fully convertible and tied to the 

u.s. dollar which circulates as legal terrler. The National 

Bank which is one of the few Haitian institutions that 

remained intact with an elite consensus on the need for a 

conservati,·e monetary policy arrl for giving the National Banl< 

enough autonomy to carry it out. 

Under Duvalier all pQQer remained personalised between 

different government organs and between centre and ·provin: es. 

A·t every level personalization was the l<ey to power aoo resoo.rces. 
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The major srurce of wealth had been the control ct government 

and bureaucracy which could extract resources from the producers, 

consurcers and foreign investors. A wide range of indirect 

taxes. imposed in the form cf export arrl irrport duties 

were paid by the peasant coffee producers and workers in 

baseball industcy and other assembly plants and this ensured 

a steady distribution of income to~1ard Port - an - Prince 

where the government spends most of the money received. 

Direct taxes are on incares, co:porate profile_s and prop:rty 

were very low and they were collected irregular 1y. 

Francois Duvalier took to prcmoting the interests d. 

rural based bilingual (arr potential middle class) black 

middlemen puz:chasing coffee from the peasants anc selling it to 

white aulatto owned export houses in Pert - an - Prine e. 

He protected the interests of the rura 1 black middle wonan 

Madan saras arrl the women J:eta ilers purchasing rice and 

other food crcps for sale in the capital. One 1t13.Y he did so 

was by forbidding the exporters to purch3.se coffee directly 

from peasant produ::ers and by licensing middlemen." 10 

To circumvent the mulattoes, who controlled medium 

and large business and were opposed to Duvalier the president won 

10) Robert, Rotberg • Haiti • s Past, Mortgages Its Future, 
Foreign Affairs ( New York), vol. 67. No. 1, Fall 19881 
pp. 95-96. 
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the allegiance of smaller traders of Lebanese and syrian 

origin who always felt insecure without politica 1 allies. 

He appointed one of their member mayor of capita 1 

and even ret::ruited sane into Tontoo ~accutes operating in 

Port - an - Prince where Asabs are concentrated. 

All the business people regularly contributed funds for non_ 

exist.t charities or projects launched by the head c:£ the 

State, ~ad begun to play significant role in Haitian politics 

and under Jean Claude Duvalier even had his wife. RASCO 

Reynolds# Aluminium and other canpanies reportedly paid 

their taxes in advance when governnent found itself short of 

cash. 11 

'Followirg another Haitian tradition excise, taxes paid on 

cement, tobacco, and several other basic items did not go 

to the tr a sury but rather to a pa ra lle 1 institution, 

the Regie du Tabac cr Tobacco Off ice, used by Duval ier 

family as a rersonal treasucy. 

After the legislative electicns c£ 1964 Duvalier so changed 

the ccnstitution as to permit his continuation as Presidltilt for 

11) Brian wanstein and Aaron segal, Haiti : Political 
Failures and Cultural success, p. 99 - 100. 
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for life. 'l.bQlgh he promised economic xeforms he was 

afraid that any refoms would weaken his hold on the peq>le. 

Instead he took to politicizing the educational system. 

expelled foreign clergy and secured their replacenent 

by black Haitians acceptable to him. '!'he threat of loss 

of furxls, expulsion and harassnent conveJSted the ch~rches 

after a brief. struggle into grudging accomplices of the 

~gime. With army, clergy ar¥3 edu:ational system under 

" his ccntrol and isolation from the outside ·.vorld Duvalier 

was set to rule for life· with the help of Tontcn Macoutes and 

the upwatd ly mobile black elites. 

'!bus, franchise type of political system in Haiti had 

knitted the interests ct rural landholders, middlemen, 

security forces and urban business peq:>le and industrialists 

together with the interests af the ruling family. Each 

grrup had its methocs of extracting ~lth and exercising power 

under the DuValier order. Despite the slogan of economic 

reforms it is doubtful if anyone took jean - claudisme seriously 

for no reform even threatened the system. '!he black power 

ideology d. Francoise Duvalier was weak, but both he am his 

sen had naintained enough blacks in power and kept the franchise 

systems with the result that 'key groups remained loyal. 

Hewever, notwithstanding their sub service posit ion, the elites 

saw the Duvalier family rule in minly instrumental terms, 

similarly, the pres iaents - for - life viewed the urban am 

rural- elites as instrwrents for their own s~urity and wealth. 
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Thus, there was always the possibility if the Presidents 

failed to control and manipulate the shifting alliances 

at the top, if they failed in the task ef obtaining 

foreign assistance or if they upset the balance of 

economic and political interests by favouring one qroup 

over another without the proper precautions, the 

supporting business elite could always find someone else 

to lead the country~ 

Bm.E OJI' MTI.rtARY AND TONTON MACOUTES: 

EVen more significant in perpetuating the personalist 

authoritarian rule of the Duvalier~ was the role of the 

military and the para - military Tonton Maooutes •nd the 

civilian bureaucracy. !'he Duvalier family ruled the country 

without attention to constitution or ideology, but with 

sharp attention to their 'franchise• relationships with 

administrators at all levels from department to rural 

sections. The President had three types of frandhise 

to offer to supporterst military, civilian and militia. 

None had a well-articulated hierarchy or clear personnel 

policy. The essential rule was that many officials 

reported directly to the Ptesiden~ or indirectly through 

the Department of the interior and National Defence 

Which as the name indicates had charge of both civilian 
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and military administration. 12 

The largest administrative units into which 

Haiti was divided were thus Military districts or departments. 

Prior to 1957 there were five and later increased to nine. 

A soldier at the rank of Colonel was usually Indlarge 

of the Military Department. The department was further 

divided into military districts headed by a Captain, 

Districts were divided into sub - districts headed by a 

Lieut_inant. Though, the Olief of staff was the head 

of the Military but even lew level oonnand units could 

accept direct orders from the President. 13 

The largest civilian administrati•e unit 

corresponded 1110re or less with the Military district 

but was smaller and called arroundissement. There were 

and still are 27 arroundissements each of whidl is headed 

by civilians prefect Who is mainly supported to supervise 

the activities of the technical ministries sudl as education 

12) ibid, P• 55 - 56 

13) ibid, •• 55 
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and agriculture. Civil and criminal courts were located 

in the 11ain town of aroundissement. Duvalier reinstituted 

the patterns of dependence and the importance of personalities < 

between head of state and local officials. Each town had 

a council in addition to the mayor. Throughout the Duvalier 

perioa_councillors and mayors were appointed by the 

President or with his approval. 

A law passed in 1958 transferred funds controlled 

by towns to the Department of the Interior a the sa• 

law authorised. the Secretary of the Interior to use all 

the money for the secret police contrary to the law of 

1944 WhiGh divided this surplus in useful projects for 

the commanit:y. 

The next largest unit was the commune in which were 

locatEMI a justice of peace, the main school,army barrack 

and a tax colleet office. Attacbel to each of the 131 

COIIIIIlUDes are Sections Rurales ( rural sections ) the 

heart of t1te country's Administration~ both civilian 

and military. 

1'he 555 Sections Rurales were the most important 

••nifestation of the central government for ~r 4 millian 

rural Haitians. The person in dlarge of the section was 
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officially called the Chief de Section. Peasants called 

him •commandant• or evE!Il •L• eta• (the state). He was 

the lowest ranking official of the ci•ilian and military 

structure and without his loyalty the system would not 

operate. Although a rural code was supposed to govern 

the Chefs activities and resp~~sibilities, the only 

important requirement was loyalty to the head of the 

state, ~ainteoance of order end the extraction of 

resources. 

'The Chef contro llea an area of about forty -
square kilometers with upto 20,000 inhabitants. He 

was supposed to keep current records of births and deaths. 

At least two assistants ran the Chef's Office from day 

to day. More assistants, responsible for the smaller 

zones call~, •habitations• or •boquements• into whidl 

the section unofficially di•id.ed, reported to him. 
4•14 Each assistant controlled about ten police agents. 

~ccording te one study each Olef de section could dloose 

about 100 persons to work under his commaad. They were 

14) Pnina Lahav, The Olef de Sectiona Structures 
an4 functions of Haiti's Basic AdministratiYe 
Institution• in working papers in Haitian Societr 
and Culture ( ed. Sidney w. Mintz Hew Haven 1975 • 
PP• &o - 61. 
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all sUbject to military law and courts, not civilian 

courts. As a result the Officials at the level of 

section must extract their incomes from the local 

population by whatever means they can and the lecal 

. popula-r has- no protection in the courts. ~e head of 

a sub - section could imprison the chef de section without 

much pretext. 

The third pillar of administration for the Duvalier 

was the VSB militia i.e.'Volontaires de la Securite• 

Nationale. Popularly called the Tontons Maoouler, they 

patrolled the countryside, maintained c:heclcposts on the 

roadS and circulated quiety in towns in their blae 

uniforms and dark glasses. Of the three groups they were 

most likely to be illi~erate except for the officers. 

Their aole raison 4' etre was to protect the interests 
of the ruling family and for this reason they 

were even better equipped than the army. 

'!'hey served to neutralise the army which Duvalier 

always perceived as a potential threat. Spying on civilians, 

the military and other ad•inistrators seemta to be their 

main function and they reported ~rectly to the Office 

of the President. 'ftley else spied. on each other. 
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The vs• was internally more divided than the army and 

each unit jealously guarded the area m1der its command. 

A reason for the lack of ,coordination may be that when 

the VSR was first ereated. its leader eventually tumed 

against Francoise Duvalier himself posing a serious 

threat to him. The president approved all members of 

VSJr and selected some. Since the Pre&ident could not 

know each individually. he relied on the judgement 

and recommendations of key VSN personnel. Who generally 

r~ended relati~es and friends. This responsibility 

gave them a larger stake in the system. 

The decrees establishing the VSJl specified that 

being volunteers members were not to be paid although 

some observers reported that COmpany commanders were 

paid rregularly. ·tn any case. VSN like other administrators 

extracted most of its remuneration from the populaae. 

One source of income was a type of protection racket - .. ;:::::-:_----:.::;. 

Ind~.;~dual tontons macoutes ·or units which earned their?----~, ·i>¢,~1 
. ~ 1.. •.• ';'3 ' 

living by 'protecting' merchants against some imagined~i;.' 
threat. The threat often came from the VSR itself but 

alse from other sources such as section police or military 

Who were also on the lookout for money. 

As in the case of some chef de section. it 

appears that Jean Claude Duvalier wished to replace 

or even neutralise VSJt with his own loyalists. This 

' " 77-f- 4 8 (/ 
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may be one reason why he created an elite presidential 

militaey unit of 500 or 600 men called the 'Leopards'. 

Internal Security became their primary task. 

These militaey and quasi - .tlitary units foQght 

aaaong themselves, after bitting each other in significant 

numbers. Reports of shoot euts between Leopards and 

VSJJ in Port - an - Prince and between the military and the 

VSR provincial to\-.":1.S often circulated unconfirmed. The 

·confrontations developed out of petty disputes and 

apparently worried thE.. president. On the other hand such 

conflicts also detered any serious military opposition 

from growing. The President could even play the role of 

mediator between feuding units an4 rival institutions. ·.·15 

Prom the point of view of poorest peasants and 

workers, there was a little difference between the 

VSR, the military, the chef de Section and the businessman. 

Expleitation and intimidation of the people at the bottom 

were the nora~. So lon9 as they monopolise small arms, 

the Olefs de Section and VSR xep~ cne sys-cem afleat. 

Any threat to DuValier regime was a threat to them, 

their familes anc! friends. 

15) P. constable, Dateline Haiti : Caribbean Stalemate 
Poreign Policy (washington, D.c.), Vol. 89., 
winter 1992 - 93, P•P• 178 -79. 
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About 30,000 civilian and military personnel 

were supposed to be paid directly by the state; they 

remained unpaid for a few months due to budgetary deficits. 

One fourth of state employees were military Whose total 

strength approximated 6,500. In addition there were 

possibly 50,000 rural police who remained unpaid by the 

state plus the thousands of VSN. ·In short, these must 

be 90. 000 men and womeD Who acted and lived in the name 

of Duvliers Haiti. 

The ruling faudly took other measures for 

their physical seaurity. In the capital itself they 

maintained a presidential pak of five companies· ( a 

company in Haiti contains from 120 to 200 persons). 

These men lU.ved in the presi4ential palace, Where 

heavy weapons were also stored. · 1' In case of 

a military attack on the palace, the guard could defend 

it with weapons not available to rebels anyWhere in 

the country. Thea-e was a separate police force for 

Port - a - Prince and a Service Detectef operating 

out of the Dessalines. 

Bareac s near the presidential palace 

coq>esed of about •Joo civilian detectives and .un4er 

cover agents their job was to discover alleged traitors 

and plotters. 

1') Georges Pauriol, Duvaliers and Haiti: Orbis 32 (4) 
Fall ea, p. 587 - 608. 
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~e vast multitude of the poor peasants related 

themselves only indirectly with the government,and 

sought to avoid as far as possible all symbols of authority. 

They all had a separate culture based on creole language, 

an identity based e OODRunity living and sharing a 

belief system emanating f~ voodoo cult. 17 

IMPORl'ANCE 01" VOODOO CUL!'s 

The peasants in Haiti have lived in a 

vorl4 of a 4eeply lmbuetdreligious faith and popular 

culture based on rites and spectacles associated with 

Vooc!oo to counter the male administrative society 

aDder the soourage of intimidating VSR. The paucity 

of catholic priests and the disrepute of the few 

- meant that during 19th century Voodoo had no _moral 

religious rival. 

Voodoo is a practise common with male priests 

and female priestesses. It is open to all ages and 

social classes. The participants, including priests, 

priestesses and their helpers are one's neighbours 

and friends. The spirits are capsicious but open to 

being propitiated. There is a wealth of ceremonies 

throughout the year involving dancing music, singing, 
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crafts, food and beverage offerings and other rituals. 

The religious belief systems •olves accordin9 

to the needs of its adherents and thus offers some emotional 

security to Haitians constantly eenaced by hunger and 

illneas. There are also the titler, prestige, small 

scale credit, folk m8dicine, the ch"ance" to witness or 

be possessed by a spirit and a plausible belief system. 

xt is a reSponse that reaffirms their tees 

to their Haitian and African ancestors, it also gives 

rural society a conservative cast and has its own 

forms of exploitation. Voodoo priests and priestesses 

can also act to unden~ine efforts to change the 

society by using their spiritual authcrity to enforce 

political oonfind.ty. 80118 ev• won as police agents 

·merchants and· coffee mi&nemen, .beaefitting thereby.,. 

Duvalier had shown his respect for Voodoo and won over 

some of its priests ana priestesses by threats, 

rewards and his own knowledge of the sacred. 

In Short, Duvaliers rule was dewoid of 

any popular support, in fact, it die! not need it 

either. Both economy and politics were contmlled 

by the nu.alier and a tiny elite sur.rounding them in 

a mutually beneficial relationship. It drew support 
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from a larger circle of middlemen, business elite, 

military personnel, ~onton Macouler and others who all 

thrived on the exploitation and intimidation of the 

impoverished marginal population. 

'!'here are ff/11 institutions in Haiti sadl 

as the Section Rurale, seeurity forees, central 

administration, maladministered education system, 

ch~ch which exoonmunicated ouvalier while their 

survival had been determined on Duvalier perceptiea 

of a major threat of any form and the maladjusted 

economy. 

However, under Jean - Claude Daralier, 

unlike under Prancois Duvalier, foreign jou~alist~ 

were extraordinarily free to investigate foreign 

aid projects emigration and local· life~ ·American 

lawyers denouncing human rights violations come and 

went1 u.s. congressional delegatioas visited the 

prisons and give press conferences. Foreign 

scholars Who have condemned the regime in articl~ 

and books were allowed in. This regime was much 

less ooncemed with foreign views of Haiti than with 

controlling the Haitian media. 

eeneath a placid exterior and appearance of 
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orders are shifting alliances and tense relationships 

around the fount of legitimacy and power. 

Like most of his pre4ecessors President 

Duvalier ensures that the most effective organisations 

are those concerned with taxing and policing. 

Order is the watchwordt political stagnation 

and oppression are the results. Under pressure from 

outside, reforms are undert,ken, as are steps towards ·, 
political participation, bu~ at the first sigh of 

' 
threat the -reforms are reversed and nullified in some 

way Which may not be immediately ev !dent. A 9Ji0Wing 

wealclless in the system is the massive corruption at 

the center, nothing new, but .dangerous in the context 
~--r 

of a decline in agriculture which contributes to a 
- . ~-- ~- . ~ .-

disaggregation of the rural world.·-. 18 

18) P. · Constable, Dateline Haiti 1 Carillil•a Stalemate, 
Poreign Ptlicy (Washington, D.C.), Vol. 89, Winter 

1992 - 93, p. 189 - 90. 
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SIR(.WLE FOR DEMQCRACY 

Sustaining the personalist- authoritarian rule 

of the FrancGis Duvalier (1957-71) and his son Jean Claude 

Ouvalier (1971-86) were, the support of the Haitian businessmen, 

military, Tontons Macoutes and the priestly class especially 

those subscribing to the voodoo cult. The system lasted "nly 

as long as the Duvaliers were able to maintain the delicate 

balance among diverse sectors .of the elite as well as between 
• 

the elite and the masses. However, since there were no 

intermediary structure, no hierarchies of importance and no 

competing forces of instit~tional, loyalty, political system 

under Duvaliers had all the weaknesses of a personalist rule. 

Described and discussed in the present chapter is the 

emergence of a pop~lar though amorphous movement that overt~ 

the president for life, Jean-Claude Ouvalier. Also,- his 

promise of po-litical \~beralization that gave a sudden spurt 

to poll tical action in the form of organi-sations and poll tical 

parties. As the second section highlights, the popular uprising 

that deposed Duvalier in February 1986, which lacked_clear 

programme and organisation. However, it aspired for democracy 
\ . 

and, even more important, had the seeds of bringing change, 

in the socio-economic structure. Such a s*tuation was 

unacceptable to the Ouvaiier_ist elements who, th'ough without 

ouvalier, were still entrenched in power. As discussed in 

2..8 
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the last section, the Duvalierist element-~ w~rking 

through the armed forces smashed the electoral-political 

process and destroyed, at least for the time being, the 

popular movement. , _ ~ ~o-..la .. , 
J>fl::t~ib·un. · ~ ~~ e..~ . . 

The dynastic succession was smooth as Jean Claude 

Duvalier, following the death of Francois Ouvaliers, simply 
. 

inherited the power bases created py his father. While 

this was an advantage in the short run, it subsequently 

prove~ to be a liability in the long run as the father • s 

power base had been a personal one, centered exclusively on 

himself and his experiences, Jean C8 lude laebd the 

personal· loyal ties aa ·well as ·poll tical skills needed to mani,. 

_pula te. ·his· father • s ··supporters. As a c·onsequence he begain 
• • • '!' '~~ .._. '::f •• 

' ,. . 

to ac~ more and more on his own initiative, gradually 

r~placing. the old duvali.erists with men of his own choice -

most _of ·the~ belrg ~is School~chumt~ 1 

By doing so he shifted his base of support towards 

the business ·community and towards a young. generation of 

technocrats who were given senior political positions in 
. ·..... ~~ 

his government. They were also much .more pala_table to foreign 

'. 
1. P .Constable, Daleine Haiti: Canbbean StalJUDate, · 

Fort Urn Policy Cwa shin!aon D.c. )Vol .• 89 ~ NOTES 
Winter; 1992-93, ~ p .• 175-90. · . · · · . ' . 
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aids· donors than had been the case with the old teT~ror 

.. guard.*2ri · 
...... , 

Another highly ac:~ountable factor that weakened the 

Duvalier ~le and ~ventually.led to a. massive popular 

outpouring of revulsion following facing Duvalier to the 
h.. 

flee was the stunting of.soldiers aside. As the crisis - . 

started brewirig it perrni tted the long ignored army to · 

reclaim the powers, it had lost .in Haiti in 1957 with 

the end of didta~ orial ~egi•e of General Maglorie and 
.- . . - ~-

the rise of Francois Duvalier. Hait~.•.s army ··though had ·· 
' . ~- . . . --;-. . 

. ~ . not been instrumental in. Duva·~ie~ _ ~e~rture, 7tet shake-up. 

in the· upper h~erarchy tipse:t. the bala~ce· betwe~-n different 
' .. --:~ '; -_, .;·.:.r.:~>.: t< -~-::y+·-~: ;._ :·_, ~ .. _·:1-~-~-~--4 .. ·'.·.:;,. :. :"~ .. -~~~>- ... ···:..- .... .:.;·-~-~ ··-~ ~-··_:_;~----~: .. -~-- -.. - _.··: . . ~--

•.;·. · ·· btcinehe$ of. the: a·rmed· forces'• · SOme'···of· the most' immediate· 
·.,' 'i 

factors. that contributed · tC? :~va~iers departure may be .. 

s~d up as ·.follows _: the pblitieal ~unrest that ·sprung ~. 

"ci~e ~ .dea~hs. ~f· ~-~~~-go~er~~~·t· ~:~~~~ato~s ln N~~~b~r· · 
' . ~ ·. - . . :· ·-·~ . 

1985; the Dece.mber 1985 government .reshuffle that reflected 
• c 

a shift in the balance of power in the ruling groups 

around the President; the indefinite closure of Schools 
: •. - _i!:;~ _·-: .- ... -:. ........ - . . : .· :.' -·-~:._'-:--~~~.;_:: . ;: ;~:;:; ____ . .'. •,·--:. ~-... ~.--:~:"-···~ .. ...:;;;:'.:.--·~1 ............ _ .... ~... ... • ~' ~ ·-.~- ~ ~'-•.. 

and Universities; restlessness in the amed forces, 
~- ' . . . 

. · ., : ·.disbandment of branch of secret police e1nd military :.:..-' .. _..,._ -~ . . . .... 

appoin:~ments intensi-fication, ~f dem<}l~atl~ns and rioting;:_ 
. . . . ~ ,.· . 

;,.~ 

2. ,~~~t~~ in Jean~ Pieree u.GIIuD9eas, nuval.ier , · .. 
Carr_ibean Cyslol)e.: His troy of Haiti and the . 
Present Government, {New· York: Exposition Press·, 
1967) t pp .• 105-106. 



inaccurate announcement by USA of fall of President 

Jean-Claude Duvalier; imposition of state of seige by 
I 

Jain· Calude Duvalier; closure of cnurch-run radio-stations 
Y\., 

and closure of bo•der by Dominica&s Republic. 

On the eve of fourteenth anniversary as President, 

Jean Claude Duvaliers announced a series of constitutitional 

reform in April 1985. Though, subsequently approved by 

the National Assembly and a popular referendum, the reform 

nevertheless triggered mass protests. Opponents of the 

government condemned the referendum in advance as fraudulent 

and called for a boycott. Newspapers reports described the 

referendum turnout as low, with government supporters 

being ferried from one place to another to cast multiple 

votes. The referendum was not supervised by foreign 

observers, and it was noted that the ballot papers were 

in Feench the official langunge but one unfamiliar to most 

Haitians. ·The changes proposed by Prnsident Duvaliers 

affecting the 1983 constitution provided for establishment 

of political partie s with electrons to be held in 1987 

and a Prime-Minister to be appointed from among the majority 

party by the President. The National Assembly was empowered 

to override executive orders by a simple majority and 

deputers had right to introduce motions. However, parties 

would need the approval of Interior Ministry and .only 

those parties were to be p'rmitted which achnowledged the 



institution of the Presidency-for-life; had no foreign 

affiliations and could prove at least 15,000 members 

and advocated no "totalitarian, fascist, communist or 

Mazi" ideology. 

31. 

The existing underground-- although intermittently 

tolerated --- parties such as the Christian De,nocratic Party 

(Partie dimocratechretien haitien, PDC) led by Mr. Sylvio 

Claude and the Social Christian Party (Partie Social Christien, 

PSC) led by Mr. Gregorie Eugene were both opposed to the .J..ft 

institution of the Presidency-for-life tbaugh had only small 

memberships, While the reforms apparontly marked a tentative 
• step towards a degree of democracy in Hal t,i, some ~.ntics 

d&isJDissed them as so circumscribed and were worthless. 

A wave of arrests mostly of governmef.lt employed 

agronomists teachers and literacy instructors, followed 

the uncovering of an alleged communist-inspired plot-to 

assassinate the President his wife and his father-in-law 

at a religious ceremony. The alleged plot was seen in 

some quarters as having been concocted by the government 

in order to illustrate a threat of communist subversion 

and thereby to win some sympathetic consideration as 

notably in USA.* 3 

3, Robert Rotberg, Haiti's Past, Mortager Its Future 
Foreign Affairs (New York) Vol. 67, no.1 Fall 1988, 
pp.93, 
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The US State Department feeble demands for human 

rights, followed by its agreement to provide the necessary 

certification of satisfactor:-' progress in the observance 

of human rights to allow a further extension of aid 

by Congress for 1985, despite objections from civil liber

ties groups in USA was seen by some quarters as entirely a 

State Department engineered devise to keep the regime 

in po\·:er against the opposition brewing over, its arbi jrary 

* 4 arrests, tortures and disappear~nces. 

Another rise employed by Ouvalier to stay in the 

good looks of USA was the announcement of an amenesty 

for 36 prisioner following a visit by Mr. Watter. E. Fanntroy 

an influential Democratic members in the US Congress 

and the subsequent claims of Lafontant a Cabinet member 

of Duvalier•s coterie known for his repressive approach, 

that there were no more political prisoners in Haiti and 

opponents of the government were allowed considerable 

latitude in the run-up to the referendum scheduled for 

22 July 1985. 

The fall of Lafantant, whose position had begin 

to weaker with readmission to the internal ruling coteri 

of his rival Theodore Achille in June 1985, was viewed 

as a. consequence of conflict between Mr. Lafontant and 
ct. 

other members of the super-ca~net. Following Lafontant's 

exile, widespread dismissals of his supporters in the 

4. Ibid; 94-95. 
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governments posts took place. 

At the end of 3eptember 1985 Achille announced an 

extensive reorganisation of the judicial system, involving 

eo percent of the judges and law officers, apparently 

in connection with an invest~on which he had ordered 

into the si t·.Ja tion of several hundred people detained 

without-· due legal processes. The death of Dr. Lionel 

Laire, the Secretary General of the US-based opposition, 

Parti National D~mocratique Progressiste in a military 

hospital following an exchange of fire with the trooper and 

police in Port-an-Prince further intensified the crisis 

and resulted in further abendating the masses from the 

ulterior motives of the regime.*5 

A very prominent issue that further augmented the 

popular anger against the Duvalier regime was the incident 

in which an 80 years old Belgian priest who had Jean 

active in anti-government protests was beaten to death 

by police following the July'• 1985 referendUJp. Three 

other priests indluding the director of the Church - run 

Radio Solei!, Father Hugo Triest were ordered to leave 

5. Gerard Pierre - Charles. The Democratic Revolution 
in Haiti,Latin Affierican Perspective Issue 58, Vol. 15, 
No. 3, Summ~r 1188 p. 64-665. 



the country. Thus there constituted a significant 

opposition from the Catholic priests which later on 

involved in the ~hole process of consciousness raising, 

organisations and political participation involving an 

important part of the population. 

In a Cabinet reshuffle anno~nced on 31 December 1985, 

Duvalier dismissed from his government four of the five 

super ministers' of his government. Some sources suggested 

that the changes reflected a shift in the balance of power 

in the ruling group around the President with influence 

shifting from his wife. Michele Duvalier to his mother 

Sumone Duvalier and his eleder sister. It indicated a 

shift in favour of the old guard of ouvalier hardliness. 

On 8 January 1986,the government announced several 

measures such as indefinite closure of all schools and 

universities in response to an extensive school boycott 

movement, anrl_ outs in the price of riee canned milk, 

cooling oil, flour and diesel fuel and measureg to punish 

the demonstrators. 

All the factors combined together to proper the 

military for an active political role. There were reports 

that senior army officers were ignoring orders from the 

President and considering action to depose him if the crisis 

did not ease immediately. Not only were anned forces -were--



feeling slighted in view of the transfers and purges 

of officers rank, they also feared that the evolving political 

crisis th•eatened their vital institutional interests. 

The biggest blow that brought down the Duvalier regime 

was howcvey the inaccurate US announcement of the fall 

of the Haitian government which was followed by a pre-dawn 

meeting on 31 January 1986 between Jean Claude Duvalier 

and US ambassador McManaway at which the President expressed 

his willingness to step down. However, Ouvaliers quickly 

retracted his decisions under pressure from his wife 

and his father-in-law. This confusion compelled imposition 

* 6 of a stage of seige by Duvalier. 

But by that the Ouvalier regime had virtually 

broken. down and swept aside in a popular uprisin-g 

on 7 February, 1986. 

In short both immediate and long-term causes 

brought the regime down. More than any other, internal 

discussion within various segments of the rul,ng elite 

and Jean-Claude Duvalier's inability to balance off 

fending factions and competing groups brought the regime 

down. No less significant was the process of political 

identification that he provided and initiated but could 

6 • I bi d ; p • 66 • 



not keep under control. Opposition groups including · 

moderate political parties and reformist church~ement 

saw in the political reforms an opportunity to push 

for s~ne meaningful change on democratic lines. 

As has been discussed in the following section, 

the mass uprising to begin was amorphous and without clear 

objectives. Soon, however it developed goals of an open, 

democratic system. Several pJlitical parties came into 

being; radical elements in the Catholic church got involved 

with the process of political organisation and popular 

participation and no less significantly, armed forces 

assumed the role of an arbit~ over-seeing the transition 

to an elected civilian government. 

Popular Democratic Movement : 

Nature and Aims 

The complex economic and social crisis that affected 

the v~ry foundations of Duvalier system constituted the 

context for the emergence of the socio-political movements 

which have had a great impact on the country even before 

1 February, 1986 and have acquired even more vitality. 

The major impluse behind the popular uprising that de 

posted Jean-Claude Duvalier in February 1986 was to put it 

briefly de-Duvalierization of the high levels of the 



administration and the 3rmy. The assumption of power 

by a miliary junta under General Namphy ostensibly to 

oversee the passage to civilian government responded 

to popular aspirations. by making the presence and power 

of the agents of the old order more discre~t. In November 

1986, the Duvalierists with the complicity of the National 

Gov0rnment Council (CNG) wanted to organize themselves 

into a political party. The people came out in large 

demonstration of 30,0,000 persons, ever held in the 

capital- to say no to the * 7 The CNG Duva lieris ts. , 
+~YY.I'. 

when it had to fEt.v-i vi a Constituent Assembly to write 

a new constituion tried to appoint members and impose 

an authoritiarian constitution. The people fought this 

project, leading the drafters of the constitution to throw 

out the official model and write a more liberal and 

democratic constitution. 

Thus an obvious duality of power emerged between 

those who organised themselves to defend the Constitution 

and ensure truely honest elections and the old Duvalieriest

military lique which wanted to establish Duvalierism 

without Duvaliers. 

During the final stage of the popular struggle, 

the army understood how to pressure a certain neutrality, 

7. James Ferguson Haiti from Dictatorships to dictatorship. 
Race ~ Class 30 (2) 1988. 



which enabled it to inherit governmental functions. The 

president of the CNG, General Henri Namphy, had a liberal 

image. All this conferred on the army a certain deg·ree of 

legitimacy, even though it was obvious that its intervention 

is frustrating a more profound process of change that would 

have possibly been promoted by the popular sectors.* 8 

Thus, under army control, the legitimacy o£ the 

state wns reinforced not only in political but also in the 

technical - military sense. In this regard, U.S support 

was decisive in-that thP broadening of the popular movement 

constituted a threat not only to the Duvalierist elements but· 

apparently also carried the risk of future mbbilization and 

a much greater danger of radicalization under populists on 

communists. Ostensibly to keep, the military neutral and 

help the process of civilization, U.S began re-organisation 

of the armed forces and restructure the high command. These 

changes resulted in increasing the t11111ber of troops from 7500 

to 25,000. The apparent objective was to convert the military 

into a professional force capable of assuring order in terms 

of controlling and occupying the country. This understanding 

also took place in the larger context of the geopolmtical 

.situation since Haiti is considered strategically important 

because of its location in the centre of the Caribbean -- 80 kms 

from Cuba. 



At the constitutional level several provisions 

were introduced that had the offset of converting the armed 

forces a state within the stat0, totally independent of the 

executive branch. At the same time, new regulations were 

developed -- inspired by the experiences of Israeli armed 

forces to modernize the military on the basis of a new 

structure that created 18 positionsfor Generals as well as 

elaborated the functions of a commander-in-chief and an adjunct 

commander-in - Chief. Generals Namphy and Regala named themselves 

to the latter high positions for a period of three years. 

These changes bolstered the strength of the military 

hierarchy which was now in a position to impose its law on 

the people, refused to recognise the constitution of situation 

* 9 so demanded and even put a halt to democratic operations. 

The interim military ~overnment, in its eagerness 

to intervene in a decisive way in the electoral process, 

promulgated in June 1987 an anti-constitutional decree that 

United the functions of the independent electoral commission. 

This triggered another popular protest as people in a unanimous 

response forced the repudiation of the decree. A coalition 

of 57 organisations was formed immediately representing the 

democratic and popular sectors, which mobi llzed general strikes 

9. Bleaves, Earole, Learning to the Left-Haiti Takes a 
New Turn, New Leader. Vol. 74, no.1, in January 1991 
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and demonstrations throughout the country, demanding not 

only the withdrawal of _the government decree limiting the 

independence of the proposed electoral commission but also 

the resignation of the CNG. 

In short, popular pressure and protests deprived 

the Ministry of Interior, tho Army, and therefore, the CNG 

of the possibility of l0gally intervening in the electoral 

mechanisms and foreclosed the chances of fraud and manipulation 

by the Duvalierist elements seeking to restore themselves to 

power. 

On the other hand, popular movements began proving 

to be a transforming force and insisted on completely changing 

the functioning of the system. This reality was reflected 

in the energy of the social struggles by the peasants for land, 

by the workers for u ionization and better salaries and by 

the subordinated classes in general against hunger. It also 

expressed itself in the popular struggle for democracy and 

human rights. The Constitution af 1987 was a product of various 

conflicting interests, the socio-political demands, and above 

all, the relation of fonces between the diverse social and 

political sectors. It became a project of popular participation 

in creating a society with a new kind of relationship between 

the state and the people; in other words, a democracy. It 



is important to recognize the great significance in this 

scenario of the dynamic of the social movements and of the 

organizing and protest efforts of diverse sectors that 

indluded the majority of the people.* 10 

The struggles of the peasants were felt through-out 

the country through their demands for and their taking over 

of lands that were stolen from them by the Tontons Mauoutes, 

as well as lands belonging to largr. land owners and the state. 

Also the peasants refused to pay taxes; they rebel against-p: 

poverty and abandommen t, and they demanded better living 

conditions. They rejected semi-feudal oppression and the 

actions df the state that had·robbed and plundered them for 

long. 

_ The provinces as geographical and sociological 

entities were shaken by the strong regional move~ents that 

protested the excessive centralization of economic power 

and state functions in Port-au-Prince and the minimal 

availability of fiscal resources for other areas requiring 

schools, doctors, hospitals and roads. The regional movements 

demand participation in public affairs and allocation of 

resources for developmental purposes. Wage labour both in 

urban and rural areas began organizing these efforts at 

10. 



union organization and for better working conditions 

introduced the working class to a dynamic of dissent. In 

addition the agricultural workers began working towards 

autonomous organization of their own in alliance with the 

working class. 

Public employe~s also sought a level of organi

~ation that could permit them to defend their interests 

in ·terms of salaries to minimize the effects of the 

high cost of living and to defend themselves from the 

authoritarian presence of the State. Sectors of the 

middle class-professionals, independent works, small 

business people - participated in this dynamic process 

with the goal of improving their standard of living, which 

had been eroded to the verge of poverty by price increases, 

the cost of rent and so forth. University an~ secondary school 

students also parlicipated in the struggle for Human Rights, 

for de-Duvalierization, and for popular and soci~l demands. 

The participation of women in the social and political 

scene constituted a new phenomenon. It is significant that the 

largest demonstration of the year preceding the fall of 

Duvalier was that organized in April 1986 by women belonging 

to a diversity of organizations. From then on, both in poor 

neighbourhoods and in the progressive sectors of the middle- , 



class, women's demands were related to those of the 

movement in favour of democracy throughout the country. 

Catholic sectors were particularly active in this 

whole process of consciousness - raising, organization and 

political participation involving an important part of the 

population. Radical catholic groups and the social and 

political thought that accompanies it prove to be catalyst 

for demanding much deeper changes. Certain~ sectors of 

Protestants also joined in the process, in contrast to 

those, who practised voodoo who strqngely remained induisive 

atleast in the early stages of the struggle. 

It is necessary to emphasize the role of mass media 

and in particular the radiorl stations in this process of 

unification of the people against. Duvalierist elements 

and in inculcating passions for democractic ideals. Despite 

the limited circulation of newspapers and news magazines 

the press played a crucially important role. And as mentioned 

earlier, the radio stations have since then become a powerful 

means of social communication and of political education and 

participation in an otherwise largely illiterate society. 

Through the actions of these social sectors, the poor and 

marginalized the popular sectors and the least-favoured 
-

middle-sectors all expressed that aspirations for democracy 

and a better social order. 



The majority which questioned the system however 

still lacked a clear vision of what kind of state and 

society it wanted, but people were and are conscious of the 

fact that the satisfaction of their fundamental demands is 

impossible within the structure of the present order. Therefore 

for the times - bel ng they ·.-.'ere engaged in promoting the 

restructuring of civil society and creating neighbourhood 

committees in urban slum areas, peasant organisations, 

cooperatioves, unions, professi•Jnal association and so forth 

which would permit them to raise the most pressing issues of 

the community to question the state, to limit authoritarianism 

and perhaps to create a design of an alternative society. In 

the short term the struggle of these sectors focussed on the 

consolidation and strengthening of the victory of 7 February 

1987. 

In short, the movement that deposed Duvalier was 

amorphous and lacked clear goals. Nevertheless, it had 

sufficient militancy and grass-roots level organization 

to thwart the restoration of the Duvalierism without Duvaliers. 

In particular, armed forces emerged as a major force in 

the post. Duvalier Haiti. Maintaining a semblance of 

neutrality and a transitory arrangement, the military 

dominated CNG sought to check the process of change. However 

ouvaliorist elements operating through the military were 



forced to retreat and the consititution of 1987 

though formed by a conservative body had to accomodate 

popular aspirations and demands. In response to the 

changing political scenario and impending elections, several 

' political partie~s came into being. The next section 

discusses the major political parties and groups, their 
programmes and policies and their limitations in channeling 

the already mobilized masses. Such a situation was s~on 

to give an opportunity to radical catholic elements to 

forge ahead and take a lead, leaving behind established 

political parties in stat~ing claim for political power. 

£mergence of Political Parties and 
Political Configuration 

The basic structure of the popular movement was 

linked to the organization of the most advanced political 

sectors, although the formation of a true vanguard, took 

place much later. Prominent in this network of emerging 
.. 

forces was the militant sector of the Church among whom 

the notable was Fath~r Bertrand Aristide of the heavily 

populated parish of Don Basco in Port-au-Prince. At the 

sa,ne time, some organizations of the centre-left in 

particular the National Congress of Democratic Movements 

(KONACOM) the Popular Unity BlocJ.: (BIP). The En Avaint 

group and the IFOPADA sought to coordinate the actions of 



the patriotic and radical petty bourgeoisi~ with the 

popular sectors. The demands and projects of the 

centre-left forces included the popular demands for 

democracy and better living conditions for the masses. 

Likewise, the United Party of Haitian Communists (PUCH) 

was increasing its support with a political project that 

was opposed to the current system and supportive of 

popular power. Using ultra-Leftist language, the National 

Popular Assembly through its official organ Haiti Progress 

which is published weekly in New York and distributed in 

Haiti, participated in the diffusion of ideas of change. 

The political panorama was being broadly defined 

in the electoral field in terms that favoured the anti-

Ouvalierist and democratic projects. On international 

level, this legitimacy of democratic forces was recognized 

unanimously by major outside powers in particular by the 

u.s which gave S 8 million to Cr~ and Canada which helped 

with logistics. In addition Venezuela gave considerable 

material and political support.* 11 

The principal personalities and forces that 

participated in the election of 1987 represented a wide 

political spectrum; the big business called the bourgeoisie 

11. Gerard Pierri- Charles The Democratic Revolution 
in Haiti Latin American Perspective Issue 58 Vol. 15 
No.3, p.74. 



was represented by Marc Bazni, an ex-official of the 

World Bank who it is said, had the support of U.S; Loui~ 

Dejoie, who had considerable popular support in some areas 

of the Central and Southern Haiti and Thomas Desulme, an 

industzkalist. The petty bourgeoisie was pepresented by 

Gerard Gourgue who was nominated by the National Coalition 

Front, a wide coalition of democratic and popular forces 

organized around the KOr.JA COM. Gourgue also had support 

of some grass-roots church elements and some ties with 

social, dPmocratic forces, Leslie Manigat was supported 

by some professionals and P.X-Duvalierist officials who 

subscribed to democratic ideals and by the Venezuelan, 

Daminican n and international Christian Democratic parties. 

Hubert de Rancesay was backed by formes middle-level 

Duvalierist officials who still enjoyed a certain amount of 

local power. Gerard Philippe Auguste represented the 

traditions of the Peasant-Workers Movement (MOP) of the 

1950s and also enjoyed some support among the less affluent 

petty traders and low-level employees. Sylvio Claude had 

massive support of the marginalized and working class 

population of the metropolitan region and of some regions in the 

central part of the country. In general, these candidates, 

even though they lac~ed a popular fellowing did represent 



popular feelings. Invaribly, all of them sought the 

support of the United States. In addition to these 

aspirants and t{ene Theodore, the candidate of the eomnunis t 

Party (PUGH); some others were put in the race by the CNG 

itself for its own purposes. There were all the "basons" 

of Duvalierism who had been repidiated by the people, but 

rel led on loca 1 power s true tures (ex-prefects, ex-rna yo~s, 

ex-judges) and on the remnants of the universe network of the 

Tonton Macouter. The most influential of thf'm were Clavis 

Desinor a cabinet Minister for Francois Duvalier for 14 

years, Genera 1 Claude Haymond, ex-Chief of Staff and a 

staunch support0r of Duval ier; and Alphouse Lahnes, the 

architect since 1958-1959 of the formation of the Tonton 

Macouter. All these Duvalinrist elements were prohibited 

from running under the ~estrictive provision of article 

291 of the 1987 constitution.* 12 

This becamA the basis of confrontation between 

the strong Duvalierist clique entrenched in the military 

and the C.\IG and the democratic forces whose principal 

figures Gerard Gourgae anJ Sylvia Claude emerged as front

runners in the electoral race but obviously were not 

acceptable to the military. Pentagon had some reservations 

about any involvement in .he electiog. 

12. Ibid; p.74-75. 



Thus on 29 November 1987, while these forces 

and the people in general were trying to overcome thA historic sti 

1'l 
state~ by means of elections; the military obedient to 

its own project of authoritarianism topped the scales in 

favour of itself by throwing its weapons into the balance.* 13 

Faced with this extreme violence the democratic 

forces towards change, had to retreat. Unprepared for violent 

configuration there was no choice for th0m but to go from 

an offensive to a defensive strategy; to learn the lessons 

of this stage of the struggle and to prepare for the next 

ones. 

The U.S for its part, supported the electoral 

process but its favoured candidate Marc Bazin had no 

chance of winning the elections. Evidently, it showed 

little real enthusiasm for the elections, and when military 

cracked and s.:ashed the entire electoral process, U.S 

protested only meekly and did nothing to put the electoral-

democratic base on the trail. 

In short, Haiti was a long way from democracy. 

It was easier to depose Duvalier but difficult to transit 

to a full-fledged democracy. Duvalier rule crumbled 

because of its own internal weaknesses. Some of the 

causes were immediate such as growing dissension within 

the armed forces and conflict and incoherence within the 

13. Barry B~ Levine, Return to Innocence? The 
Soci~l ~onstruc~ion of Geopolitical Climate of 
Post-Invasion Cariblean· Journal of I ter· 

~5f~c3r, s~~~5~sF:rf ~v3iJd Affa
18
ifs- (U~iv.~f Maami) 
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coterie of powerful individuals and interests surroundina 

Jean-Claude Duvalier. The popular movement that overthrow 

Duvalier was spontaneous, amphorous and lacking both a 

clear proaramme and organisation. Its operatio-s were 

however modest and focussed as an open, accountable system 

that could respond to the socio-economic demands of the 

impoverished masses. Even modPrate democratic ele~ents 

were not acceptable to the military when it era eked on 

the day of elections and smashed the popular movement and 

political parties in a violent manner.* 14 

Haiti had become the zero-sum game. Either the 

Duvalierist elements will dominate, or the popular democratic 

movement above could survive. As has been discussed in the 

first chapter it became a struggle between two Haiti's; 

one do~inated ~y the elite -- both mutatto and black --

whose own prosperity and survival depended on keeping the 

other Haiti of Creole- speaking, impoverished masses 

in a state of servitude and terror. 

Between NGvember 1987 until the victory of 

Jean Bertrand Aristide, in the elections held in December 

~990~ the Duvalierist elements had the upper hand; 

As aiscussed 1n the next chapter, military gave up its 

rule as an arbites and staked its own claim of power. 

Tonton Maceutes returned now as an ally of the armed forces. 

10. TADA Allman, Haiti: After Baby Doc. Parade June, 
1Y8Y, pp.f1-99. 
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With support from the Haitian business and other conser-. 

vative elements, military organised fascial elections 

in January 1988 excluding even moderate democratic forces 

from the electoral fray and subsequently, even disbfanded 

the 1987 Constitution. The period was marked by indiscri

minate terror and intimidation of the people. 



atAPTER - III 

DTERIM RULE OF THE MILITARY 

Deposition of Jean - Claude Duvalier had 

all of a sudden opened the possibilities for the people 

of Haiti to move towards democracy. The popular uprising 

that overthrew the personalist - authoritarian rule and 
•i 

successfully preseured the interim governing Junta 

into writing a more liberal democ~atic Constitution 

in 1987 was still.J however amorphous and disorganized. 

Formation of various political parties of different 

i•eolegical hues had as a minimum programme, establishment 

of a democratic order. Even such a solution was however, 

unacceptable to the Duvalierist elements that were still 

well - entrenched in power. Working through the armed 

forces and the dreaded Tanton Maooutes, proponents of the 
old..onier 

1\ sought to limit the p,rocess of change. Military that 

had emerged as the safe repository of power capable of 

maintaining order cast off its role as a neutral and ~ 

arbiter on the eve of November 1987 elections and 

proceeded to organise the political process to its liking. 

The present chapter deals with the period 

between 1987 and 1990,'l-ihen the proponents of the old 

order and new forces for change were locked in a battle 



of survival. 

The constitution of 1987 had come to symbolize 

the democratic aspiration of the masses. ' ·As ·the previous 

chapter has indicated the leading contendersauring the 

1987 elections were democratic centrist at best centre -

left political parties and politicians. Even such a 

moderate out come was evidently not acceptable to the 

armed forces Who annulled the electoral process and 

unleashed a reign of terror and violence. The farsical 

elections of January 1988 brought to power a civilian 

government that was neither popular nor legitimate. 

With shaYPI polarization in body politic, armed forces 

decided to exercise the power directly abrogating 

the constitution and establishing a brutal military 

dictatorship. 

SALimT FEATURES 01' THE 1987 CONSTITtrriOR: 

parties of the centre left in particular the 

National Congress of Democratic Movements { KONACOM ) 

the Popular Unity Block { BIP ) the En Avant group 

and the IFOPADA, the United Party of Haitian Communists 

{ PUOI ) were capable of working together in the battle 



for democracy. Their action, together with 

that of the radio stations, had a lot to do with 

the overwhelming approval of the new Constitution on 

9 March, 1987. 

The National Government Council ( CNG ) 

with the directic:,n and support of the United States, 

W3~putting into action the only sure mechanism 
. ,, 

thateruldmake up for its political impotence: 

containment or repression --- which only succeeds in 

undermining credibility and increasing the 

unpopularity of the jonta. Therefore, in October 1986, 

when elections were called to elect a Constituent 

Assembly, less than 5 per cent of the population voted. 

The CNG installed this unpresentative assemnly, 

which, under popular pressure, threw out the offici3lly 

proposed draft and wrote a Constitution that included 
1 

the demands of the feople.. 

In effect it provided that from the date 

II 

1) James Ferguson, Haiti from Dictatorship to 
Dictatorship~ Race ·and Class (London) 
vol. 30, no. 2, Oobober - December 1990, pp. 4 - 6. 
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of the ratification of the Constitution until 

7 February, 1988 ( when the next Government was 

supposed to take power ), the de facto provisional 

government would govern in accordance with the 

Constitution. S~ondly, the constitution also forbade 

the holding of elective effice for 10 years 

by all persons who were found responsible for crime, 

torture, theft of public funds or abuse of power during 

Duvalier era. Thirdly, it provided for the creation 

of an independent electoral commission composed of one 

government representative and eight prominent repre

·~ntatives of civil society from such important sectors 

as the Union of Journalists, the University Council, 

the Supreme Court, the Consulta!~ive Body, the Catholic 

Church, -and the Protestant ehurches. This Commission 

was to have complete responsibility for elections, 

from the development of electoral law to the counttng of 

of votes. 

This last condition deprived the Ministry 

of the Interior, the Army and therefore, the CNG 

of the possibility of legally intervening in the 

electoral mechanisms, and was included under 

popular pres.sute. 

The Constitution and the proposed electoral 

commission itself counted on the unlimited support 

of the democratic sectors and of the people in general 
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who understood clearly what is at stake in instituting 

and defending constitutional legality in the face of 

militarism and authoritatianism. Thus, an obvious 

duality of power developed between those who organised 

themselves to defend.. the Constitution and 

ensure truly honest election and those ( strong 

Duvalierist - military clique ) who defended conservatism 

and wanted to restore authoritarian 

~ov emment:. 

model of 

At the Constitutional level special provisions 

were introduced that made the armed forces totally 

independent of the executive branch. At the same time, 

new regulations were developed, !nsptre~ by the 

experiences of the Israeli army, to modernize1 the 

military on the basis of a new structure that created 

18 positions for Generals as well as the functions 

of Commander - in - Chief and an Adjunct Commander 

in Chief. Generals Henri Mamphy and William Regala 

named themselves to the latter high positions for a 

period of three years. 

The develOpment of greater co-ordination within 
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the opposition was in part due to the increasing likelihood 

that elections would be held during the course of 1987. 

The 61 - member Constituent Assembly which ha.d been 

elected in October 1986, finished itS final draft 

of a new Constitution on 10 March, 1987 and it was 

then presented for popular approval in a referendum on 

29 March, 1987. 

The Constituent Assembly had proved independent 

and conscientious in its examination and amendment 

of the draft Constitution which had been presented 

to i~ by the CNG in late 1986, with the result that the 

document which it finally approved was widely regarded as 

unexpectedly liberal. "2 It provided for a clear 

separation of powers between an elected President ( who 

was prohibited from serving two consecutive five - year 

terms in Office), a bicameral legislature and an 

independent judiciacy. The President would appoint 

a Prime Minister who could coa.and majority 

support within the legislature. The new Constitution 

also provided for the devolution of power to local 

authorities1 the separation of the police from the armed 

forces1 the establishment of an independent civilian 

Proviaional Electoral Council ( PEC ) to organise 

2) Times of India (New Delhi ) 3 December
1

1987 
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and supervise all future elections1 the recognition 

of Creole as an Official language in addition to French; 

freedom of worship for practiti --ners of Voodooism; 

the exclusion from Haiti of all foreign military bases; 

the abolition of death penalty for all crimes _ 

except treason; the provision of free education and 

other welfare services1 and the exclusion from public 

office of prominent Duvalierists. 3 

Between 50 and 70 per cetlt: of the electorate 

participated in the referendum in which colour - coded 

b llot papers were used to overaotne the problem of 

illiteracy. OVer 99 per cent of votes cast were in 

favour of the constitution which became operative 

in April 1987. Local elections to elect mayors, in the 

municipalities and rural communal districts were 

scheduled for July 1987 to be followed by legislative 

and presidential elections, so that the new president 

would take over on 7 February,1987. 

,, ,, 
3) P. constable, Dateline Haiti: Canibean 

Stalemate;' !£reign Policy ( Washington, D.C. ) 
Vol. 89, Win er 1992 - 93 p. 188 - 90. 
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ELECTIONS OF NOVEMBER 1987 AND JANUARY 1988 -

one highly dramatic outgrowth of the process 

lalown as bat ten~ ((beating out da rlcness ) , the 

people's symbolic exorcism of the military and death 

squads} was the Vigilante groups which had been set up 

in the poorest districts of the capital, and Se¥eral 

times they lynched known Tontons Macoutes who were 

once again making their appearance during the nightly 

violence. These groups comprised mostly of teenagers, 

were the most militant expression of the people's 

determination to see elections go ahead and set up 

mainly in the poorest districts of the capital armed 

only with sticks and stones. The fact that they were 

loyal to no particular party or candidate but were 

trying to- counter the intimidation and terror that 

threatened to sabotage the approaching elections, 

was an illustration of their determination to bring 

democracy to Haiti. 

A very .Peculiar feature of the political process 
e>Hici.till.y ihe mil.Har.Y junta 1remain.ed. ccrno,itted. 

was that" to the constitutional transfer of power, 
( 

while in practiee, they ignored and even encouraged 

the destabilisation of that increasingly fragile 



process. The violence grew in intensity as 29 November 

elections day grew nearer. EVery morning corpses 
I' 

were found in the streets of Port - au - Prince and 

arson attacks on homes and businessess of political 

figures had become common place, and members of the 

Provincial Electoral Committee (CEP ) set up to oversee 

the process, slept in •safe houses' and the temporary 

headquarters of 6EP were surrounded by sandbags and 

volunteer guards. In broad daylight gangs rampaged 

through the centre of the capital, smashing cars and 

beating by - standers; a crowd of fifty men 

surrounded the CEP office and the headquarters of 

Man= !SaE.in.. one of the presidential candidates. .4 

Prior to the day of polling, the CEP announced that 

2.2. million voters, or 72 per cent of the estimated 

electorate, had been successfully registered. Against 

the back._groun9 of mounting tension and what amoJmtec} .to 
>; • • • ·- ~ • :> .. 

a government embargo, the CEP was defying wide - Spread 

expectations that it would be unable to proceed wi~ 

the elections. ISy now, four front runners had emerged 

in the preSidential race• Gerard Gourgue, himself 

a cautious conservative, was supported by a wide range 

of left - of - centre groups and the influential trade 

I r II 

4) Clara Germani~ Chilled by a Climate,;December 
. 1987 Christian ~ience ~nitor. / c: ' · · 
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union, CATH, and enjoyed the implicit support of 

sections of the Church. Sylvie Claude, the candidate 

of the Haitian Christian Democratic Party (PDCH), 

had a significant following among the urban poor and 

was campaigning on his record of struggle against 

' the Duvalier regime. Voici le martyr, that is, here is 

the martyr• announced his election posters. Marc 8azin, 

said to l.e favoured by US, had spent much money and 

energy in promoting his image as an efficient manager 

of the economy. And Louis Dejoie II, the patrician 

landowner from the South, was depending on his \Uldoubted 

charisma and his father's reputation to overcome the 

handicap of being a mulatto millionaire. Other 

candidates - Leslie Manigat, Hubert de Ronceray, Gregoire 

- Eugene and- Rene Theodore of the Haitian Communist ~ 

Party ( PUOi ) - were considered to have fc:llen fctr 

behind the four leading contenders. 

As for the politics of these four, they 

seemingly mattered less than their disparate 

personalities. All promised a mixed economy, renewed 

foreign investment and economic growth, while offering 
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reforms to the advantage of the poor. All implicity 

pledged a break with the political practices of the 

previous thirty years: yet ~ignificantly 
~-

not one openly spoke of dechoukaj or judicial measures 

against formet Duvalier loyalists.~ Instead the talk 

was. chiefly of personal integrity and national 

reconciliation proving that they feared attacking openly 

the Duvalierists. Dejoie could claim a following 

in his native south ahd c:;rnong some of the mulatto 

minority, Bazin, born in the north, identified his support 

in the Cap - Haitien area and among sections of the business 

elite, Gourgue was the favourite candidate of the middle-

class democratic sector and peasant movement; and 
' 

Claude, the formerBaptist pastor, had assumed almost 

messianic proportions among the slum - dwellers of 

Port - au - Prince. 

On 25 Rovember 1987, the National Government 

Council bro~ast a televised statement banning the 

Community viailante groups. This was the first indication 

that the junta officially recognised the rapid 

deterioration of the situation, but predictably the 

communique made no mention of the death SqUad& While, 

T • D · AlLman , Ha.itl ~ Alter ]a by Doc , ~..rade ( Bom.1ay) 
~v.ne 1~89 ' r· 78 -9 '3. 
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ordering the military to show 'strict impartiality' 

in its handling of the elections, the junta also 

adamantly refused to assist the CEP in its final preparations. 

CEP, which had to, in desparation hire helecopters 

from the u.s~, was further handicapped when the military 

grounded them for reasons of security •. 6 

Accustomed by now to the sound of gunfire, 
I 

the inh~bitants of Port - ~ - Prince were woken by the 

louder explosions of grenades and mortars in the morning 

of 29 November 1987. By day break, the three most 

important independent radio stations were off the air, 

their transmitters blown up during darkness. Petrol 

stations, churches and polling stations were other targets7 

Many of the capital's hundreds of rudimentary polling 

stations were burned down, as was the trade union office 

which contained ballot papers for over sixty local polling 

stations. 

On the voting day a significant number of 

stations in the capital were destroyed, or theirstaff 

too frightened to open them. Nevertheless, tens of 

thousands of voters were determined to exercise their 

constitutional rights. In some areas there was an 

expectant and a most euphoric atmosphere to celebrate 

'- Aat-e.v ~ord , Severed Ties leove Na.i.ion Adl'i+i:. -P 

<J,r-;stia.n Science l'1onaor 
1 
:r~UQ"j 3,1988 



the historic occassion. ~ut many of them unfortunately 

fell victim to the death squads patrolling the polling 

stations. 

The full irony of General William Regala • s 

pledge to 'guarantee order and security' was by now 

apparent. The thin dividing line between the army and 

the Tontons Macoutes had finally vanished. Army v.ehicles 

were to be seen, but they we~ merly following the cars 

of the death - squads, lending open support to the 

Duvalierist gangs. Some of the Tontons Macoutes were 

dressed in military ~orms; conversely, many soldiers 

wore civilian clothing. The irregular militia and 

regular troops -- who, alone would have presented the 

violence -- were oollu ding to smash the elections. In 

4 
Port - au:.- Prirye, the Dessalines battalion, under the 

OO·mmand of Colonel Jean - Claude Paul, was particularly 

visible on the streets. The terrorist commandos, for 

their part, were reportedly led by such well - known 

Duvalier loyalists as the son of the banned presidential 

candidate, Claude Raymond. 

~y 9 a.m., the elections were over. 

A brief statement from the CEP announced that voting 

was indefinitely postponed. At 2.30 that afternoon, 



as sporadic shooting continued,. government decree 

was broadcasted which dissolved the C!P and .suspended 

the electoral law. The electoral council, the decree 

said,•had violated the constitution and put the unity 

of the nation in peril' • There was no promise of 

new polling, but merely a reiteration that the junta had 

•solemnly committed itself to free and honest elections• 

which was repeated in General Henri -Namphy's television 

broadcast and claimed that CEP had refused to cooperate 

with the Government and had encourayed foreign influence. 

The junta had thus achieved its long standing 

aim of a coup against the constitution and sabotage 

of the elections. What had seemingly produced this 

drastic action was a power struggle within the CNG and 

the military establishment. In particular, it was 

evident that more overtly Duvalierist ha.rd.linerS 

such as Colonel Paul and General Williams Regala had 

outflanked Gen. Henri Na~hy,. who,. up until the last 

minute had remained open to the idea of letting the 

elections proceed. The fear that a civilian administration 

led by Sylvio Claude or Gerard Gourgue the frontrunners 

' in the presidential race1 was likely to initiate legal 

action against Duvalieriests and weaken the army, were 

enough reasons for the military high command to unleash 
:J ;, t"'(/ 'i 

violence and annul the elections. However,. the old 



Duvalierists elements were reluctant to hand over 

unconditional political powers to an elected government 

which may even, under popular pressure, begin a shifting 

wealth and privilege away from the small - military 

dominated elite which saw itself as the national success 

to Jean Claude Duvalier. Fuelled by this mixture of 

anx.iety and ambition, the views of the more ha'T':lline 

military faction prevailed and together with the banned 

Duvalierist candidates and their pai 3 hmchmen, this 

faction succeeded in undermining the elections at the 

eleventh hour. ,7 

Political 1 eaders who the previous day were 

confident of victory had seemingly gone into hiding. 

Others, such as the Duvalierist Gregoire Engine and 

Hubert de Roncer~, were to be heard on the state -

run radio, castigating not the junta, but the electoral 

council for the day's events. What was not fully 

7) Times of India ( New Delhi ) 3rd December~1987 
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realised, however, was that in many parts of the country 

voting had gone ahead without violence and interruption, 

and that many thousands had peacefully participated in 

the election especially in Leogane where observers reported 
w 

that polling stationsAbeen full. Informal opinion polls 

suggested, moreover, that Sylvio Claude or perhaps 

.. 
ce·rard Gourgue would have emerged successful from the 

first rounc! of voting. ThiS was clearly the eventuality 

that the military - Duvalierist forces had acted to 

pre.ent. The u.s. Secretary of State Mr. George Shultz 

commented that " so far as we know, this is violence 

caused by the supporters of the depo~ea dictab)r Duvalier". 
~ 

The u.s. State Departments• initial assessment of 

responsibility and one significantly, which made no mention 

of the military's role in the violence - was swiftly 

followed by the announcement that the u.s. was suspending 

military and economic aid worth $ 62 million and ordeT"it\9 

military and some diplomatic personnel home. 8 

8) International Herald Tribune (Paris) 
iSJanuacy ~ .) 1988. 
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:raced with the evidence of the CNG' s conplieltty 

in the violence, the Reagan administration was seemingly 

shaken and incredulous. u.s. supported democracy ~' .ough 

it 'h~d desired that the transition to civilian regime 

must 'Tt~{ d~~e old balance and, besid~1,1the privilege4l 

position of the ilitary should not be compromised. Such 

a perception, if it is true, made u.s. suppprt -- at least 

implicitly -- the anti - democratic forces while mouthing 

support for democracy in the Westem Hemisphere. 

'11' 

Such an altitude is borne out, for in~tance, 

by its response to the Jean Rabel massacre in whidh in 

July 1987 88 many as 500 people were killed at the 

instigation of powerful land owners }3~ the peasants and 

local priests had betpn organising a campaign for the land

less. One month after this, the State Department certified 

to Congress that the interim regime was improving hwnan 

rights in Haiti and was thus eligible for further militaJY 

aid. The calls of the democratic opposition for 

Naq)hy' s resignation went unheeded in Washington D.c., 

as did increasing ~idence of Duvalierist terrorism and 

military repression. Even the junta's victimiaation 
-

of the CEP produced no official condemnation from the u.s. 



although it was instrumental in providing the electoral 

Council with 80 per cent of its financial support. 9 

Furthermore, the fact the General Williams 

Regala had visited washington D.C. hours before the 

aborted elections was~ in i talf~ mysterious and gave 

rise to considerable speculation. He had reportedly met 

Elliot Abrams and Richard Holwill, the State Departmeots 

top Officers responsible for Cartbbean affairs. 

Elsewhere, international condemnation of the 

coup was widespread and mostly unequivocal as particularly 

the Prench and canadian Governments and U.N. secretary 

General Perez "e Cuellar had openly blamed the ClrG for 

pe~itting the violent disruption of the elections. 

In Haiti, however, such actions met with little 

enthusiasm among those political leaders who were slowly 

beginning to recover from the shock of 29 November. Only 

Sylvio eta~~ openly supported the idea of a peace-keeping 

force, while BaziD. Gourgue, Dejoie and others insisted 

that the Haitian people would find their own solutions to 

the present problems. All major candidates also expressed 

their opposition to the proposed military - organised 

elect ions and demanded the reinstatement of the electoral 

--------------------------------------------- -----------,, 
9) Jonathan Power, Haiti - not 

J(l 
down and not outLPebruary 2,1988, New Strait Times 
(Kuala Lumpur). 
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c 
Council. In the midst of such confusion and division,· 

the junta announced that it would be forming a new 

electoral council an~invited religious and professional 

bodies to nominate members. It also promdsed an inquiry 

into the violence and _claimed that, an official Commission, 

~nsisting of representatives of t~ ministries, two army 

officers, a lawyer and a human rights specialist, would 

eventually produce a report. Coincidentally news now 

emerged that almost fifty people from the carrefour 

Feuil1 e district of Port - au. - Prince had been arrested 

during the night precta\ng the election day. x•entified 

as members of a vigilante group that had lynched two Tonteu 
n 

Maooutes, they were taken to 7ort Di~he prison and 

executed by the army that seme night. 

-The next initiative belonged to the real 

winners of the 29th November election: the Haitian military. 

The junta was determined to go ahead with its o"'tl version 

of a return to civilian rule. The CEP, it claimed had 

been financed by foreign sources which planned to subject 

the country to 'communist• rule, calling for outside 

intervention in Haiti's political process. Ami¥ · 

this rhetoric of nationalism and military integrity, the 

electoral time-table and structures were rapidly 

reinstated. On 12 December 1987, it was am10unced that 

II 



a new electoral council had been selected and that 

elections would be held on 17 January 1988. A week 

later, the new CEP 1 consisting of political non-entities 

and allegedly Duvalierist sympathisers, presented its· 

electoral l~w. Under the new electoral rules, candidates 

were to print and distribute their own ballot papers; 

.voting was not to be conducted in secret; voters were to 

present their complet.ed ballot papers to officials at the 

polling stations,· and no formal registration document 

t was required from electors. With its ele<pral law in 

place. all that the junta required was a number of 

appropriately compliant candidates. On 15 December#.19871 

Hubert de Ronceray declared his candidacy, to be followed 

• week later by Leslie Manigat. Gregoire Eugene and 

Gerard Philippe - Auguste. These four right - wing 

candidates who, a month earlier. had been considered 

outsiders were noe seen as the frontrunners simply 

because Gourgue, Basin, Dejoie and Claude refused to 

participate. The Council's stage- managed elections 

were primarily intended for the consumption. eG OutSide 

world specially u.s. The unexpected banning. as on 

9 January 1988, of a number of well-known Duvalierists 

from standing for the presidency was a concession to 

intemational opinion as the military govemrn.ent 

• searched for support and legitimacy in the dt plo.matic 

circles particularly in the u.s. 

72-
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The fllfl.ections toolc place as scheduled on 17 January 1988 

The •group of four• had called for a general strike on 

16th and for a day of •national disapproval' on the 

Sunday, which had formed the Committee for DemoCratic 

Understanding (CDU) with the aill of campaigning for a 

boycottl!>felections. Some polling stations closed at 

lunchtime for laclc of voters, while others remairutd 
t 

more or less empty throughout the day. According 

to foreign witness, at most, 10 per cent of the electorate 

voted. In the absence of voters, children,beggars and 
.cJ 

pSychiatric patients were all enrolled to fill in ballot 

papers. Though people feared a resurgence of Duvalierist 

violence it never occurred. 8y the end of the day it 

had become apparent not only that the boycott had rendered 

the electiDD.s invalid, but also that the army bad 

already selected the next president of Haiti - Leslie 

Manigat. Manigat was conveniently found to have received 

50w3 per cent of the votes cast, thus precluding a 

second round of voting. From an estimated tum - out 

of 35 per cent ( the original figure had been halved 

in response to widespread ridicule), Manigat 

had received 534,080 votes, compared to 210,526 for de 

Roneeray, 151,391 for Philippe - ~uguste and 97,556 for 

Eltgene. 
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Manigats direct assurances to most prominent 

Duvalierists that no action could be taken against them, 

and the support he received from the Venezuela - based 

Christian Democrat International and his acceptability 

to u.s. as a solid anti - communist -end --.a4vocate ~f-U.s _______ _ 

'----endorsement was seen in congressional hearing where Richard 

Holwill , the State Department Official saids 

•xn truth • there is little, if anyth6ng, which President 

Manigat has done which merits criticism as being anti -

temocratic.• iO 

EXPANDING ROLE OP THE MILITARY AND TONTONS MACOUTES: 

Insi~e Haiti, the democratic opposition refused 

to recognise either the electoral results or the 

government of President Leslie Manigat ·• By presenting 

the Haitian people with a fait acco~li, the OJG had 

apparently pre empted mudl of the inevitable popular 

outrage and protest:.• tnstead• there :w~s cynicism and 

resignation and only occasional organised protest. 

Those who had advocated abstention, moreover, now faced 

repression and reprisals as arrests were made among 

Churdl, trade union and peasant activists. :11 

~ ~ 

10) Manigat says Haiti democracy destroyed, June 22, 
-1988, Times (London) ) : _.,, · · .-

11) Patriot(New;{Delhi) ( Septemb;~~ ~1) 1988. 



The relative respectability of the cabinet contrasted, 

however, with the political complexion of the Senate and 

the Chambre des df!pute•s. Here, as in the local government 

posts,overt nuvalierists had been voted in through low 

tum - outs and stuffed ballot boxes. The Constitution 

intended to curtail the executive powers of the president, 

gave increased weight to the two chambers. Ironically, 

then, the liberal constitution had strengthened the 

political power of the anti - democratic supporters of 

the old order. Well - known Duvalierists found themselves 

elected to positions of power that a year earlier would 

have been incon~vable. 12 

As a y~ung officialj,__the foreign Ministry, Leslie 

Manigat had, it is said, been an enthusistic supporter 

of !'rancois nuvalier. after his election in 1957. He had 

. _,.been drawn_ to the black consciousness movement of Prancois 

Duvalier and had reportedly played a part in the establish

ment of the Tontons Macoutes. By 1960, he had broken 

with : Franeois Duvalier and was briefly jailed for two 

months. _ Others however assert that he had 

political ambitions Which Francois Duvalier found 

threatening. After seeking asylum in the Argentine 

12) Revolution 
vol. 1S,no.3 
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embassy• Manigat fled Haiti in August 1963, to begin a 

twenty - three year acadew~ic career during which he 

set up a government - in - exile. 

The two - year period between the flight of Jean 

Claude Duvalier and the inauguration of Leslie Manigat 

witnessed the Haitian military play role of p9Ji.tica1 

arbite~. Many of the former militia were recruited 

into the ~~ular army, while others were protected 

against popular reprisals by military pe~sonnel. Prom 

top ranking generals to local commanders, the Haitian 
I 

military was involved in the smuggling Which Manigats 

Finance Minister Delatour condoned as 'free- market 
. I 

- economic policy. The military was also allegedly 

involved in the drug-running in which Haiti increasingly 

acted as a transit point between Colombia and the 
.. - ' -~ u.s. Mayors and local government officials were also 

selected as acceptable to the military authorities 

and their Duvalierist allies. The judiciary appeared 

equally tame. 

In Manigat, then, the military confronted an 

autocratic politician possessing strong ideological 

affinities with the old order and ~amiliar with the 

practices of nuvalierism. At first, it seemed that 

the military needed Manigat, just as Manigat needed the 

military. Por Na~t~>hY, Regal a and the other generals, 

Manigat was a possible intermediary in the process of 

reapproachment with the outside worldr the token o£ 



civilian legitimacy that would allow external relations 

and financial assistance to be resumed. 

J Manigat•s downfall came much sooner than 
£l.?'IL-'l.-

e:xpectedl.was precipitate by the conflicts within the 
military hierarchy. The key figure was Colonel Jean -

Claude Paul, allegedly involved in drug running and 

who was charged by u.s. for it and to ~~om ~anigat 

had promised protection against u.s. pressures. eo~Paul 

increasingly powerful in ruling ~~~ decided to show 

his gratitude to Msnigat by arresting nine soliders 

who were supporters of General Naq:,hy. This move 

signalled Paul's attempt to dlallenge the head of the 

armed forces. He was transferred by General Henri 

Namphy from the Deasalines battalion to an ignomi2Pious 

desk job. 'rhis was forseen by Manigat as an opportunity 

~o ~iv~de and rule. On 17 June, 1988 - General Naaphy 

was relieved of his duties and placed under house arrest, 

and his pest as Collllander - in - Chief was offered to 

Colonel Paul. 13 

The struggl-e was initially between 

Colonel Paul and General Henri Namphy and Manigat merely 

opportunistically exploited the milttary•s internal 

13} statesman (Rew Delhi) /september_., ~jj-1988. 
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divisions to his own ends. Realising General Henri 
I 

NanphySpopularity within the army, Colonel Paul 

relinquished all his claims and refused to accept the 

post of Commander - in - Chief. As a result, Manigat 

faced General Namphy but without military allies and 

without a hope of sunival • 

. .. The coup, when it ceme on the evening of 

19 June 1988, was quick and efficient. General Naq,hy was 

released from house arrest by loyalist tioops and personally 

""' supervised the almost bloodless over__..throw or. the president. 
~ 

After some quickfire, several eJCplosions and the appearance 

of a tank at the presidential palace, Manigat was led away 
e 

and flown into exile to the Dominican Republic. G~al 

Nanphy appeared on national television, complete with 

tin helmeb and Uzi sub - machine gun, assu~ing Haitians 

of the army's commitment to the rule of law and 

national sovereignityw General Namphy had once again 

become de - facto ruler of Haiti, thus, completing the 

third stage of the coup whidl had begun with the disruption 

of free elections of November 1987 and continued with 
I 

Manigats selection in January 1988. 

In brief, the interim period in which 

the military - dominated National Government Council 

promised to oversee the peaceful transition to an 

elected civilian government proved tiimultouA. As has 

been described, the Constitution of 1987 



~ I 

though framed,a conserv2tive body proved to be more 

liberal and soon came to symbolize the popular aspiratioBs 

for democracy. Among its salient features were greater 

powers for the legislature and an independent, non -

partisan bo<~ to conduct the elections. As the electoral 

process gathered momentum leading to the elections of 

29 November 1987, it became cle2r that T!One of t.he 

aspirant for the office of the president was likely to 

win the majority of the populc1r votes~ However, neither 

the Christian democrat Sylvio Claude nor Gerard Gourgue, 

a conservative but backed by a variety of left - of - centre 

groups, who were considered as potential vlinner instilled 

confidence heither in the military nor the old Duvalier 

elements. 

The interim government set aside the electoral 

process and unleashed a campai9n of violence and terror 

against its perceived opponents. Inde.eision and 

compromise appeared to have over taken those politicie:ns 

who, prior to 29 November 1987, had seemed likely 

to take pov.'er. The weakness of trJe party organisations 

and their dependence on personaL..::t politics had been 

exposed in the f·3Ce of military's three- paJJt coup. 

The period saw the intensification of the pol~risation 

of political forces. The events surrouncing the 1987 



elections eliminated the moderate centrist elements and 

left the political spectrum with a large void. The 

victorious military and Duvalierist ~elements occupied 

the far - right. While the dejected and still disorganized 

masses retreated seeking alternatives to democracy and 

reforms. 

Despite the setting aside of the 

electoral process in 1987 and assumption of power directly 

by the militacy follow-ing the cou~. against president. 

Leslie Manigat. in June 1988, the process of politicization 

of the masses continued outside the electoral arena. 

Despite the intolerence of all opposition by the interim 

re 'ime, press and media continued to enjoy relatively 

more freedom. Ordinary people like the peasantry, 

urban poor and workers continued to organise themselves 

in community - level self-help organisations. 

The gro\·dng inability of the political 

parties and politicians, in the face of the military 

onslaught, created a large void after the June 1988. 

In such a situation,radical elements of Catholic Church 

began filling the void. As has been discussed in the 

next chapterf the electoral victory of the radical 



~riest, Jean Bertrand Aristide in December 1990 was 

indicative of the growing impatience of the masses for 

a more radicalized solution to the problem. It also 

undeslined on the other hand, the fact that the 

differences between the forces of. change and status quo 

• have become irreconei~ble. Aristide's policy and 

functioning soon gave an impetus to the civilian 

and mil itacy opposition not only frcm the conservative 

but some moderate elements as well. At the same time, 

admittedly it was Arietide alone who could keep 

'lis 4Mnpoverished followers under some check. The 

short - lived presidency of Aristide proved that Haiti's 

poli~i.e~ remains as always a zero - sum game. 

~I 



CH.O\PTEE. IV \ 

ELECTIONSOF DEEMBER 19M 

Democratic aspirations of Haitian people remained 

frustrated desJ,ite the depJsition of· the president -for-life. 

Jean Claude Duvalier in a popular uprising in February 1986. 

Admittedly. the Duvalierist elements who still controlled all 

major levers of power were unwillins to relin1Pish their 

powers and privileges, rather their goal was to control and 

channel the porular movement and eventually subvert it. The 

irrunediate target of the DuvaJierist elements entr~ched in 

the military, was the 1987 constituti0n which under popular 

rressure had conceded several democratic demands includinc;; 

an independent electoral comnission. 

The miJ.itary-domin?.ted inter·im National Government 

Council (CNG) moved to ~nnttl the elections of November 1987 

once it realise(( · tha.t· · eled.ion Y't=St.J:ts ma.~~ lead to transfer 

of political rower to inderendent democratic forces. It was 

rartly to meet the growing crit.icism and isolation from 

foreign governments, particularly US that it organized largely 

ti.nporular and fcirsical electors in January 1988 and instc.lled 

a civilian. Leslie Mani(jOt as President. Intern2.l divisions 

in the higher ranks and the fact th2t an ever-larger section 

of the armed forces craved for the power and privileges brought 

an end to the veneer of civilian rule. 



In a sense, the growing international criticism 

and the patently unpopular and illegitimate nature of the 

government forced the military to renew ~ts commitments 

to civilian rule. Besides, having directly assumed the 

power and in virtual control of all economic sroilt. 

internal divisions on various lines emerged in the armed forces 

the most significant being the growinq ambitions of the 

junior officers 

While discussing and analysing some of the asrects, 

the present chapter also focusses on the regrouping of rorular 

democr~tic forces on more militant lines under the leadership 

of the radical church elements. ~th moderate centr~st 

polit.ical forces having retreated, Haiti~ political spectrum 

was divided sharply between two opr-osite y::oles. The 

candidature of Jean Bertrand Aristide galvanized the 

porular movement but at the same time, stiffened the resolve 

of the old Dttvalierist elements. Even US looked askance a±. 
Aristide's electoral victory. Though ,_..,inning with a landslide 

margin, Aristide in power still lacked both a coherent 

programme and a viable political party. Further, his radical 

rhetoric worsened the already bad law and order situation. 

Amidst these circumstances, Aristide 's presidency proved 

short-lived and only after seven montr.s in office, he was 

overthrm'lln in a bloody coup. 



"Constitutions are not for Haiti", said General Henri 

Namphy and tore-u:r the country's rost-Duvalier constitution. 

He was the. head of the interim National Government Council 

established after the flight of Jean-Claude Duvalier. The 

Constitution was susrended and remained so after Namphy was 

himself removed in a further coup on 18 Septem'l:::er 1988, by 

the new President, Brigadier-General Prosper Avril. 

Genercl Namphy himself had earlier ori 19 June 1988 

ousted Manigat after Maoigat ordered the reassignement of some 

30 military officers whom he considered to be General Namrhy' 

allies. Before the order could be implemented. however, 

trooops loyal to Namrhy frted him from detention and in the 

early hours of 20 June,l988 seized control of the presidential 

palace. On 8 July, Namrhy forrni:lly abrogated the country's 

Constitution. overwhelmingly endorsed in a referendum in 

March 1987. prom is i nCJ that a new consJ.t i tut.ion would be drawn 

up. The coup was condemnec by foreign governments and esrecrd::a.ll y 

by 6arribeon Con®unity (CARICOM). 

Events that succeeded Namrhy's overthrow1 would be 

said to be the product of a series of shifts in alliances 

within the army1U.S. policy of seeming indecisiveness and 

helplessness, in the fa.rce of oncJoing coup attempts. Brigadier 

General Prosper Avril led coup, was a result of the 

increasinCJ di:sintegration in the military due to a series of 



es 

purges in r--ost-Duvalier period which h2d fissured the military 

hierarchy. Ar1d this was at a time when the benefits from 

smuggling were increasing the prerequisites of a military career. 

In fact the coup that brought down Namphy was led by Sergeant 

Joseph Hebreaux and r1is non-con.missioned officer colleagues who 
were 
i:x.KKH known as 'little aoliders! Po}ular dissent against the 

military-led re~ime rer:cained largely uncoordinated because of the 

contir.uinCJ differences between the numerous OPJ-DSition political 
1 

parties and groupings •. 

After a period of prolonged JX>pular oprosi tion and 

devoid of all legitimacy. :Avril hims,elf was forced to reF,Jign 

as President in March 1990 and was replaced by Ertha Pascal-

Trouillot. a Supreme Court Justice. Soom initial optimism on 

E-'rtha Pascal Trouillots installation evaporated as the new 
'·-~ 

administration proved unable to counter violence and corruption. 

-~nd fears of increasing organization by pro-Duvalerist elements. 

EMEICENCE OF MILITANT CHURCH 

The struggle within the Catholic Church between 

radical and conservative forces intensified. during 1988 

1. Patriot (New Delhi) Serternber 17, 1 ?88. 



and (\989. The Catholic Church, particularly through its 

radio station Radio Soleil, had been a key element in the 

campai~n to oust Duvalier. However friction remained 

between conservative members of the church hierarchy and 

radical priests, who favoured the ideas of 4liberation 

theology... The Haitan Conference of Bishaps condemned liberation 

theology as inciting violence and discord and in mid-December 

of 1988, Fr. Jean - Bertrand Aristide, a leading exponent of 

liberation theology whose church had been attacJ(ed in September 

1988, was ex~€lled from his order, the Salesians. He had 

earlier refused to leave Haiti when ordered to do so by 

his superiors in mid-october. The conservatives also strengthened 

their position 'of dismissing Fr. Hugo Trieste, the manager of 

Radio Soleil, in March 1989 and replacing him with an aide to 

the Most Reverened Francois Wblff-Ligonda, the Arch-bishop of 

Post-au-Prince, who was related to the Duvalier family. Other 
/2 

staff changes at the radio station followed. 

Jean-Bertrend Aristide, the thirty seven year old 

Roman Catholic priest who worked in the slums of PoJ"t-a -Prince 

was adoringly called "Titid". He was pppular with young 

priests, but the Roman Catholic hierarchy -which had often 

supported the establishment in Haiti -- opposed him. After 

his exrulsion from the Salesian Order in 1988 for being too 

political and prohibiting him from celebrating mass in public, 

the bishops issued a statement against his campaign. 

" " 2. Ron Howell, Haiti's New Regime has an Uphill task, 
Deccan Herald, (Bangalore), J anucu--y 2, 1991. 



.Aristide 1 s campaign metaphor was laval as (flood). 

He called his followers the flood which would ~ rid Haiti 

of Duvalerism. "Let the flood descend, the flood of poor 

peasants and poor soldiers, the flood of the poor jobless 

multitudes, of poor workers, the flood of all our poor friends 

and the church of the poor, which vle call the children of 

God". Ar is tide promised to purify the goverrunent of corf:\!_ption, 

redistribute wealth and empower the poor • 

. A.ristide ropularity stood on his eloquent demueciations 

of Duvalierism, the army, the wealthy, and the United States • ... 

.Aristide has been the figurehead of a messianic 

movement, "The incarnation of a collective dream" says 

Laennec Hurbon, a specialist on religious movements in the 

Carribbean, "his res:ronsibility to his followers is not 

as that of a politician to his constituency". As 

Aristide had gained a nation - wide support following largely 

from radio broadcasts of his electrifying sermons in which 

he railed against. successive military regimes in the post
. (3 

Duvalier period. 

PRESIDENT JEAN-BERTRAND ARISTIDE l\ND HIS POLICIES 

In the country's first reasonably free polls held 

3. Lee Hocl:stades ~· Deccan Herald, C:Ban~Jlo~·) February 12, 
10.92. 



on 16 December 1990 under the guidance of about 600 

international o'oservers1 Father Jean Bertrand Aristide, a 

radical priest-tun:;.;d-politician was elected President. 

Working independently and in conjunction with the organisation 

of -.\.'1lericar. 5t?tes, th0 United Naticms and other interested 

governments devote,_l. r.,::t.=::r:i.::tl and political resources to heip 

ensure that campaign, the election itself and the transition 

and in a cltmate free of fear and inttmidation. The OAS 

moved in due to its Charter's basic provisions to promote 

and consolidate representative democracy in the member 

countries. 

Aristide unexpectedly entered the presidentinl race 

in mid-October after Roger Lafontant, former head of the 

Tont~us Macoutes, declared his candidacy. Lafontant was 

later disqualified on technical g~mnds. Aristide 'lTepres~nt"ed 

" 
t:he~:Nati6na:l i'nont for Democracy and Change defeating 10 

other candidates to achieve a landslide victory in the 

Presidential elections. Some 60 percent of the electoraie _ 

participated in the pollJ with Aristide 'l.vinning 67 per cent of 

the votes cast. He had reportedly been regarded by the U S 

government in the past as a manually unstable communist 
ass 

and had survived numerous assjnation attempts like the St. 

J,--ean Bosco Church massacre during which at least 12 parish.ioners 

were killed and 70 others wounded. On this occasion however, 



8~ 

apart from some irregularities and sporadic outbreaks of 

v~olence. the elections passed off peacefully. The Provisional 

Electoral Council (CEP) formally proclaimed -Aristide as the 

winner of the December elections with former u.s. President 

Jimmy Carter, who was one of the international observers to 

the elections~ congratual ating the armed forces 11 for the 

remarkable work they performed during the elections 11
• ~ristide 

reiierated his commitment to lower the cost of living. stimulate 

. employment and 'promote a stable atmosrhere for production 

and protect investor's interests. 

/ ~ former World Bank official. Mare Bazin. of the 

National Alliance for Democracy and Progress. came second with 
'4 

1 !34 of the vote: 

Aristide was an early member of what came to be 

known as the !i Legliz (tittle Church). His antagonism to 

the established church hierarchy was equalled only by his 

dislike of the local bourgeoisie. In sermons from St. Jean 

Bosco Church in Post-au.-Prince slum of La Saline. A.ristide 

frequently used biblical passages to preach rebellion. Advocating 

the right of the common people to defend themselves. Aristide 

would quote from the Gospel of st:. Lu}o(e. where Christ is cited 

4. 
. . I I 

H ol iday (Daccal: November (_1:_ 1
• 1991. 
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as saying, ".And he that 4>ath no Sword. let him sell his 

garment and ruy one. " 

Neither Aristide nor his followers seemed to have 

accumulated any swords. His followers defended him by their 
e. 

willingness to die for him. A human shield appea~~ to ~ his 

only protectian. 

CIVILIAN AND MILITARY OPPOSITION TO ARISTIDE ; 

Aristide victory was strongly orposed, however by 

forces loyal to Jean Claude Duvalier , the former dictator 

overthrown in 1986~ Lafontant. a former Interior Minister 

who had returned from exile in July 1990 1was still free since 

the military had repeatedly refused to act on a warrant for 
... 5 

his arrest. 

Lafontant and several doz$n supporters including a 

former presidential candidate, Alphoase Lahens. seized control 

of the presidential palace late on 6 January 1991 and forced 

interim President Trouillot to announce her resignation. 

In an attempt to fulfill his promise to prevent 
/' 

~ristide from taking office~~n 7 February 1991 • Lafontant declarec 

himself provisional president and committed himself to create 

u 
5. -Alan Tomlinson. Haitian Army puts down attempts at 

midnight coup~ Times (London) J anu-::ry 8 ,.1991. 



cftrue democracy" and to "wipe out the blot and bloody 

insult of the December 15 election". Tens of thousands 

of Haitians resronded. In response to the mass protests, 

Chief of Staff of the s.ooo strong army General Herard 

Abraham. denounced the coup attempt and pledged his support 

for 'o\ristide. 

Loyal troops stormed the presidential place on 

7 January 1991 freeing Trouillot and arresting Lafontant. 

Aristide was criticised by the Haitian business sector and by 

United States for not conderning the actions of his suprorters 

who took to violence~erthe coup attempt. 

A series of purges in the post-Duvalier period had 

fissured the military hierarchy. And at a time when the 

benefits from smuggling (from toothpaste to illegal drugs) 

were increasing the prerequisites of a military career. 

indisci~line and greed were bound to further divide the armed 

the collapse of military disci~line 

was the rise of a series of paramilitary groups, a~ 

without any known central command. Haitians called them 

variously grupes sans maman (groups without mothers) 

~emglendo (bandits) or simply escadrous de la mort 

(death squads' :6 

, 
6. M.Bazin. Aristide and the Generals: Haiti in 

Limbo~ New Leader (New York) Vol.76. J~nuary 25, 
1903. P.S-9 
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Aristide's p::>litical problem had been that he was 

surrounded by ideologrtes and idealists -- all rolitical 

amateurs, Aristide never seemed a.Hl.e to distin.,;Juish friends 

from foes. Worse he never seemed interested in the art of 

politica1 maneuvering. In fact. he seemed to excel at 
I 

turning other into opponents. De~:3pite socia~chaos and the 

bankruptcy of his state. Aristide had several things go :i ng on 

for him in addition to his massive popular support. 

, 
Aristid es failure to speak out forcibly against 

. J 
mob violence by his followers, The practise of pare lebruno 

(putting a burning tire around an e~emy's neck) was never 

sufficiently condemned. More than 100 perceived Aristide 

enemies were so executed after the failed Lafo~ant coup. 
I 

And Aristides already strained relations with the Church 

hierarchy deteriorated dramatically after the Papal 

Nunciature and Hait!h 's oldest catherdal were burned to the 

ground, and the papal nuncio and his Zairean deputy were 

beaten and made to walk nearly naked down the street. These 

acts of violence brought a series of international criticism against 

Aristide.47 

His arrest on 4 April, 1991 of former President Pascal-

Troaillot on vague and unsubstantiated consriracy charges. 

If I'J 

7. Arthus Boers. Flowers on the Cannon - balls, 
Other Side, Vol. 27, no. 2, March-April,1991 
P.28-31. 



further alie~ted, even sane of his supporters. Fear of 

arbitrary arrest spread through the already wary orr 0sition. 

His sweeping purges of the army top command, including the 

retirement in July of General -Abraham, who had managed the 

peaceful transfer of power. Tr3ditional Haitian military 

apprehensions about civilian intentions intensified. 

His sudden, and some say intemper3te and threatening request 

in mid-April that the 11 mOJllied class" contribute millions of 

dollars to the state. He gave them four days to do so. It 

reminded some of Duvalier's notorious campaigns for 

'voluntary' contributions. 

All of this could have been managed or at least • 
explained away if -Aristide had not committed his most 

costly erLor: marginalizing, then antagonizing and 

eventually attacking his own political party and its 

followers in the legislature. This behaviour best revealed 

not only Aristide 's modus operandi but how soon and completely 

he had acquired the Haitian habit of emphasizing the 

presidency as the only significant office. 

Although it held only 40 of the 110 seats in the 

parliament, Aristide's National Front for ehange and 

Democracy (FNDC) initially controlled the presidency and 

other si-gnificant rosts in the1t legislature. It was with 

his own party that Aristide had his major confrontatimjs 

as it attempted to exercise checks and balances on the 



executive. the single r:1ost important feature of the 1987 

constitution. Many parties had participated in drawing up 

that constitution and took their role in the new politics 

seriously. They were indignant about being ignored in 

appointments. poli:::::ies or indeed even infonnal consultation.t8 

It was Aristide • s mvn FNOC legislators who began 

to call for the resignation of Aristide's prime mi!)ister. 

Rene Preval. and it was this group that was violently 

threatened with individual pere lebru~.§. if they proceeded 

with their plans. Under pressure from the executive. 

the FNDC lost control over parliament to minor opposition 

parties. One of these. the minuscuie National Patriotic Move-

ment-November 28. secured the presidency of the Senate. 

making its leader Dejean Belizaire. a formidable op~~nent 

of ·Arist ide Y;. Bel izaire would er:1erge as one of the 

legislatd.ve leaders opposing Aristide's return to the 

presidency after his ouster. 

By early May 1°91 the complaints about Aristide•s 

style had become a chorus. Human rights activist and 

A ristide supporter Jean-Claude Bajeux summed up the 

situation; "Aristide. "he lamented. "has established hin'lself 

as the rarish priest of the National Palace."9 

If 

8. Anthony P.Manigot, Haiti and Aristide. The leg.::cy of 
History~ Current History (Phi1:3 delphia. Pa.) Vol. 91, 
February 1°92, ?.66-67. 

9. I~id, P.67-t8. 



The co~nander-in-Chief of the army general 

Henry Abraham, was dismissed on 2 July 1991 rut later 

claimed that he had retired 'for personal reasons'. He 

was replaced by General Raoul Cedras who had supervised 

security during the December presidential elections and 

w~ose aprointment was subject to congressional aprroval. 

This was Aristide 's lack of faith in General "braham and 

exteeme dependence on Raoul Cedras which ultimately 

perpetrated A.ristide being ousted in a coup. A,lO 

Following the resignation of Rrust Pedro Casseus as 

president of the Chamber of Deputies ( ld>wer house of 

parliament) after disagreements over his decision to suspend 

the session, Duly Brutus was unanimously elected as the 

chamber 1 s new president on 20 August 1 Q91. 

Disagreements wit!-1in the FNCO, especially in 

relation to the A;_ugust 13 disturbances, led the session 

of the parliament sabotaged by Preval's supporters 

eSpecially the suspension of the current movement of the 
HIID 

organization of the country (MOP) te asv~ts deputies, to 

\o;ithdraw from the FNCD parliamentary hlock. 

~ If 

1D. E.Moore, Interview with Pc~~ Aristide, America 
1991, p.165-76. 



So the situations leading to the coup were in themselves 

resp•nsible, for the failure of adhering to democratic ~1orms. 

Aristide, Haiti's first democraticall_y elected President, was 

depos,ed in a violent military coup on September 30. He 

had just returned from addressing the UN General Assembly in 

New York where he had given an assurance that democracy was 

now firmly r-;oted in Haiti. 

The copp began with a late night meeting at the Freres 

military treining camp, east of the cepital Port-ati-Prir,ce, 

where heavy fighting took place. In resronse, government 

suP' orters erectcc3 flamir.cJ barricades in the carital end 

attacked the property of legislators whom they Clccused of 

obstructing the governr.1ents current reform programme. All 

radio stations were closed down by the mutineers; seveal 

ministers, including the f'ri~re Minister. 'l:>~ere reported to 

have been errested and others were seeking asylum in foreign 

emhassies. Among those killed , was the prominent rol it ician Syl vio 

Claude leader of the Christian Democratic Party (PDCH) and 

consiste.nt critic of Aristide, ·..;ho was murdered in an aprarent 

backlash by government sup:rorters. Though Aristide 

took refuge at his home in the suburbs of Plains de Cul-de-Sac, 

soldiers killed his security cliief and due to the prompt 

intervention of ambassadors of Canada, France. the United States 

and Venezuela who rersuaded.the coup leader not to kill 



.l.ristide 'but to allow him to leave the country, saved 

h . ,11 lm. 

The coup was nominally the work of young rebel 

soldiers of the Engin Lourd Motorized Unit, formed two years 

previously by the then rulerf of the country, General 

Prosper l\vril. T_ hey had warned Aristide in recent weeks 

to drop his plan to replace them with another motorized 

unit, which was Swiss trained and more loyal to him. The 

restoraticn of the army's positio-: of influence and autonomy was 

one of the six demands of the mutir.ners, which also included 

the replacement of Cedras, an Aristide aprointment by a 

new Army Commander-in-Chief. 12 

This last demand gave rise to speculation about 

the level of the invol verr:ent of the army lee1dership in the 

organization of the coup. Many analysists believed that 

Cedras and his colleggues had only taken charge in order to 

prevent themselves from being swept aw :'3y 'ryy events and 

some senior comrn3nders had rerortedly refused to join Cedras 

in the ruling Junta. Many sections of the army leadership 

., , 
11. George Pacher, Choke hold on Haiti, Disse.£1.~ (New York) 

Summer 1993 p.297-3C8. 
II 

lJ. s.Rodman, First test for Democracy, . .'President
elect J .B .Arist.ide" 'National Review, Vol. 43, 
Fall 1°91, p.25-6. --



were thought to be ho3.tile towards Aristide, hov;ever, because, 

in res1onse to United States pressure, he had begun to act to 

stop drug trafficking from v::-,i..ch they were knmvn to benefit. 13 

Th8 accusation that the Haitian elite and the army 

over threw Aristide does not tell the whole story. The 

1:::ourgeoi sa w -,s never his friend ;so t,..; as i1 t--lith many corrupt 

bureaucrats and military men who were direct targets of 

Aristide 's sreecbs and rolicies. The experienced edi.tor of 

Haiti's Le Nouvelliste wrote on 30 August, 1091 that the 

"fatricidal" struggle for rower bet.,Jeen Aristide and his 

Selavalassien clique and the members of the FNCD could "end 

in a catastrophe" as the former had the mantle of newness, 

honesty and sincerity and the latter haa the political 

sagacity and contacts. 

With Aristide's constitutional -institutional srace 

s'hrin. king, he turned to political rhetorics, the president and 

his prime ministe1. rersonally dealt with the increasing 

military mutir:ies, strikes, food rrotests and land disputes,· 

but Aristides popularity soared as his efficiency plunged. 

And this created a neg..,.tive cycle: the lovJer the al)ility to 

,, )I 

13. K.Roth, Haiti Deserted, ~e Nation, 1091 



cope with 'conventional' :politics (in the Haitian sense) 

the greater the apreal to :populism, which in turn makes 

more apprehensive, aroused and dangerous the practioners 

of conventional politics. In Haiti from time irrme~orial, it is the. 

latter who have held the trump cards. 

Aristide fell as those who controlled major levers of 

power fel~ threatened by his radical rhetoric and the 

increasing lawlessness of his followers,Haiti, as never 

before, presented itself as a zero~rngame. In a country 

with few and poor resources, the elite can ensure its own 

pros1~rity and survival by denying nearly all services to 

the vast multitude of the roor. The remoteness of the 

government is essential for such a system to survive. Any 

attempt by the irr.poverished massed to come closer, 

demanding participation in the government of the country 

is a major threat to the continued privileged status of 

the military, big business and ruling civilian groups of 

bureaucrats and technocrats. 



CHAPTER - V 

EXTSRNAL FACTORS rn Do.£ .§!IC POLITICAL PRCB'ESS 1 

In previous chapters, an attempt has been made to 

describe the deep antagonism between the pred ominitntly -

black, creole - speaking impoverished rrasses living rrostly 

in rural arrl in urban, French- speaking elite c£ 

both mulattOs an:l blucks. For the former, the vooooo 

and self-help community rreasure seem the basis of 

organizing a different society different from that of elite. 

As has ~en argued in Chapter II, Francois Duvalier rose to power 

on the basis of an incipient black consciousness movements 

working for redressal of discrimination and exploitation 

noted cut to blacks by the mulatto elite of Haiti. H<>wever, 

what Duvalier created was a personalist- authoritarian 

rule that was, at the same time, herErlita:ry.As frt'st he himself 

and aftf'C:'r his death in 1971, his son Jean ClQUde 

Duvalier rulea Haiti aspresident-for- life. Sustaining 

the Duv-:11 ier family rule was what can k~ d esc riberl as the 

franchise system.~erein all political and economic p~er 

rema ine:i c ooce ntra ted in the hands cf Duva lie rs and the supporting c~ 
_eU.te' enjoyed franchise rights. .Resisting once mcrlernization 

1ana eve~ encoura5in~ iSolation of t.he cou.nA:cy,. Du:va.liers su._pported... 
by a: small ~lit.e (\.£ .11il·s~'r\.essk1"ten. profE:~!ii~~-al~ and - milii:~'L.J 
nu~rL _ e.n.su.red -ln£ir ; rule 'by ke~pins ihe economy backua-cc:l 

and .foreclosillj each a.nd. every avenue of folii.ica1 ~_pression. 
arLd _par.-tic.ipa-lion. . 

As the Chapter-III has highlighted, such a sYstem ~stErl 

in the continued subjugation of the iiiJ:>owe rished masses and 

by rna in ta in ing too 
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the delicate balance bet\-...ee n Vuricus SUf':port ing inte _reSts. 

r-ersonalist network d loyalties and alliances created by 

F r3nc ois Duva 1 ie r were eviden tally tmd er sua in as 

Jean Claude Duv."llier began reshufflin;I major levers c£ p0111ers. 

His rhetoric promisin;r economic mcrlernization and some 

minimal politicing activity saw the formation cf several 

political parties. HONever, the possibility th::t 3. 

rersona list - authoritarian rule nay eventually becane a 

n:cdernizain:J authoritarian r-egime disappeared as Jean 

Claude Duvalier retraced his steps aoo reverted to 

the old system of g<Nernctnce. He was deposed in a popular . 
. mg 

uprising that was amorphous arrl lack a ccherent programr.e 
" 

and organisaticn. As chapters III & N highlight
1 

the 

post-Duvalie r period has see11.. a grovJin;} chasm b:: tween 

precess of change and theold Duvalirist elements v.ho 

still control major levers of past. Frame by a 

conservative body, the 1987 Constituticn, under pOpular 
t.o 

pressure aceeded..,• democratic aspirations and demands 

and has come to symbolize the yearning8 of the impoverished 

masses for a better future. r-':ilitarv that was initially 

committed to oversee the transiticn to a civilian rule 

soon aborrlco~hts role as :>n arbiter arrl became a 

clairr.ant f<r po...·er itself. Gro,..ring intern.:l.l 
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~· 
fissures an:'l corruption saw ::i series c£. coups arrl counter-

cou:r-s during 1988,- 1990. The electoral victory of the 

radical priest Jean Eertrand Aristide in December 1990 

elections, however, saw military cla>e its ranks and 

with support from tr.e cons erv,:,tives, pro-Duvali riest 

businessmen and prafessicnals stage a ccup in september 

(02_ 

1991. '!he present Chupter looks into the ramifications of the 

external responses especL:>lly thatfl of us to the Sc:.ptsnber 

coup for the danPstic political processes. Neither impositions 

of s,-:;nct ions nor threats of invasions have s c far 

convicted the "lrrred forces in qiving Up power. Cn the contrary, 

violaticn of human rights and flauntinc; of democratic norms 

continue un.::1bated. The re3.scn for stubborness cr thr:? junta ar.., not 

far to seek. US ins is tancc oo negc·tia ti ons 3 nd res tcra ti en 

of demo: ratic rule through the medium am consent of the 

anned forces have cnly embCldended the junta to continue to 

defy internaticnctl orinion Jnd indulge in indiscrirr.inate 

terror agu inst its perceived e:nemies dt home. 

In the twenty first Assembly of the Organization 

of American States (OAS) held in the Chilean capital, Santiago 
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on 3- 9 June,1991 attended by delegation from 34 members 

countries, the Declaration of Santiago was endorsed. It 

was designed to begin the "renovation" of the OAS and 

initiate a "process of joint reflection about hemisphereic 

security in the light of new world and regional circumstances." 

The Declaration's central point was a resolution instructing 

the OAS permanent council to convene immediately in the 

event of any "adrupt or irregular interruption of the 

democratic, political and institutional precess or the legitim ate 

exercise of power by a democratically elected government• 

in any member country. 1 

seeh. r 
Sudh a development was ea~ as an attempt 

t\ 

by the OAS to affirm its identity in the post - cold war 

regional scenario as a genuine independent body and to shed 

the image of being an instrument of United States foreign policy 

in the region. Others saw it as marking a shift in u.s. 

1) OAS Resolution in Haiti, u.s. Department of State 
Dispatch, Vol. 2, 2 October 1991, pp. 760 - 1. 
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perceptions of the OAS and readiness to see it perform a new 

role in encouraging the closer economic and political 

integration of the Hemisphere. in line with the "Enterprise for th~ 

Americas Initiative (EAI} announced by President George ~ush 

June 1990 with a view to establish a HemiSpheric wide free 

trade zone of market - oriented democracies. The u.s. foreign 

policy had resulted from viewing the problems of the region 

through the "sometimes distorting prism of COld War" which 

was admitted in a speech to the assembly by the then u.s. 

Deputy Secretary of State, Lawrence Eagleburger. 2 

Another remarkable achievement of the same 

Assembly was its• rejection of a proposal that member states, 

in the event of the forceful removal of a democratic 

government, should jointly & immediately serve relations with 

the cotmtry concerned and instead, voted for Mexico's 

cotmterproposal of the traditional Estrada Doctrine of 

non-intervention and recognition of a new government if there 

was proof that it had established its control of internal 

affairs. 

With few months of the passage of the resolution, 

} " d 2 Addington, Coppin, Recent U?S. Economic Policies an 
the Central Caribbean Economies, " Review Black Political 
Economy (California) Vol. 20 Spring 1992, pp. 5'-59. 
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South OAS as a regional body and u.s. as the regional hegenon were 

confronted with the crisis in Haiti, when the democratically 

elected government of Jean Bertrand Aristide was overthrown 

in a violent coup, staged by the armed forces and the led 

Duvalierist elements in the government and the business 

circles. Haiti presented a major challenge to the post- cold 

war u.s. policy of fashioning a new world order. 

The Bush Administration in response to the coup 

immediately suspended some u.s. $ 85,000,000 in military 

and economic aidl France also cut off $ 150,000,000 was also 

suspended. The US, France, Venezuela and Argentina denounced 

the coup and demanded Aristide's return to power. OAS also 

echoed the same demand despite the re-affirmation of position 

at its June assembly of non-inten:-ention if proof was given 

by a new government that it had ~Q.ined control of its internal 

affairs. 3 

Strict economic sanctions were imposed by the 

United States government on 29 October in protest at theccoup 

of 1991. The u.s. decision was the decisive factor in 

persuading the military backed - interim government and local 

business groups to agree on the same day for negotiations 
to 

with the OAS. A special OAS mission atmed a:t negotiate Aristide • s 

return to power arrived in the capital. The effect of sanctions 

3} Support for Haiti u.s. Department of State Despatch, 

Vol. 3, 27 January 1992. 'pp. 69-70. 
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s 
on the !lands weak economy,. hJ g,.ly dependent on trade with 

" 
the VSA, was expected to be instantaneous as food and oil 

supplies were nearly exhausted. In fact, Aristide's address 

to the emergency session of foreign minister of OAS and an 

extraordinary session of the UN Security Council saw 

a reiteration of support by these organizations to his return 

to power, while not endorsing military action. President 

George :Bush had endoesed the OAS diplomatic effort but effective!: 

ruled out the US military involvement, unless the lives of us 

citizens even .at risk for which the us marines were deployed 

to the nearby US naval base at Guantana~o in Cuba to evacuate 

US citizens from Haiti if necessary. Aristide was now in the goo 

books of US Officials who criticized him for the tone of his 

speeches which they claimed had fomented class hatred. On 

the contrary, they believed in the professionalism and sagacity 

of armed forces to negotiate and hand over powers back to 

Aristide. 

The breaking up of the meeting of an OAS high 
I 

level delegation in the terminal of Poatt-au-Princes 

international aizport by solc!iers who had suspected that 

the coup leader, army Chief, Iieuta..nant General Rao*ll Cedras 

had avreed to Aristide's conditional return was proof that 

rank - and - file soldiers too, and not necessarily the army 

commanders only, were preventing a political settlement. 

Inspite of the growing demands of OAS members like Argentina, 
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Venezuela and Costa Rica for firmea action, including threat 

of direct intervention by a multi - national peace - keeping 

force, the OAS settled unanimously for a trade embargo, 

the freezing of Haitian government assets, the burning of 

arms sales and the dtplomatic isolation of the military 

junta, although agreeing to the provision of baae humanitarian 

aid. 4 

The mayor of Port - au - Prince one of the 

few public officials to openly oppose the coup was badly 

beaten and arrested while Preval the deposed Prime Minister 

who was in hiding, issued leaflets calling for non-violent 

civil disobedience campaign, as did Aristide in radio 

broadcasts beamed from beighbouring Dorninicam Republic. 

A general strike on 15 October 1991 closed shops, Offices and 

schools but astbnishingly no confrontations with the armf 

was seen. In the space of two days September 30 to October 

1,1991- at least 600 people were estimated to have killed 

by the army police and in the succeeding days more killings 

and arrests were made in search of troops· loyal to ·Afistide. 

The killing of Roger Lafontant the forme• leader of Tonton 

Macoutes was blamed on Aristide' s supporters but this version 

was disputed by analysts who thought it marked the settling 

of old scores between La,ontant and his opponents within 

the army. 

4) H. Madhenzie, A Cycle of Despair, (Aftermath of ouster of 

J .B. Aristide), Macleans Vol. 104, Summer 1991, pp. 76-77. 
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Cedras, confirmed as Armed Forces Commander - in -

Chief1 characterized the coup as a "correction of the democratic 

process" claiming that Aristide h :id adopted an autocratic 

style of government, had flouted the Constitution and was 

inciting the mob violence. 

Local u.s. embassy officials described the coup as 

the work of disaffected rank-and-file soldiers, who had 

compelled reluctant senio• Commanders to participate, ~ile 

Lt. Colonel Joseph Michflel Francois, the Olief of Police, 

acknowledged by diplomats ~-have been a ringleader, insisted 

to foreign journalists that the main irr.petus had come from 

the ranks of the 8, 000 strong army whofeared the growing 

influence of Aristide's new foreign trained 50 members 

presidential guard. 

Other Western diplomats, local journalists and most 

political analysts claimed, however, that the coup had been 

rumored for weeks- and had a level of sophistication far 

greater than that expected from mostly illiterate soldiers 

in the ranks. Reports ·of the importation of 2, 000 Israeli U•i 

submachine guns and Galil assault rifles three weeks before 

the coup, and which were widely used by rebel soldiers,ient 

credence to this view. The army, where profiteering and 

corruption had become endemic, had profitable interests to 

protect_ especially from its reported involvement in drug 

trafficking. 
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Financial and log~tical support (vehicles, petrol, 

and food) had been provided for the coup by Haiti's business 

elite, who saw Aristide fomenting class war. They were incensed 

by Aristide's S~tember 27 speech in which he appeared to 

encourage his supporters in the teeming shar;ty town areas 

to rectify gross social inequaUties by rising up and killing 

their opponents with "necklaces" of flaming tyres known 
e 5 

locally as "P~res- Lebruns". 

OVer 100 soldiers, supported by tanks, invaded 

the National Assembly on October 7 and forced the 29 delegation 

present to elect the little-known Joseph Nerette, a Supreme 

Court Judge, as interim President. Neretee was inaugurated 

on October 8. 

A compl..ia.nt "interparliamentary crisis commission" 

had been formed earlier by UDWards of two dozen politicians 

hostile to Aristide to confer a Spuriouaonstitutional legitimacy. 

On the coup, as interim Prime Minster Jean Jaques Honorat, 

who had been a c:;overnment minister under former dictator Jean 

Claude Duvalier and was one of Aristide's bitterest critic 

was installed. No dates of fresh elections were fixed, even 

though the 1987 Constitution had stated that an interim 

government must convene elections within 45 days. 

5) Anthony,P. ManiQct, Eaiti and Aristide: The 
legacy of History, ~nt P..i~tory {Philade:rhia) 
Vol. 91, February 1992,pp. 67-68. 
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SANCTIONS AND NEGOTIATIONS TO R!::STORE ARISTIDE : 

The Speciel Mission of OAS with the aim of 

negotiating an agreement with the reprPsentatives of the National 

Assembly met with the delegation of eight parliamentarians 

led by the president of the Senate, Dejean Belizaire but no 

agreement could be reathed. The Haitian delegation demanded 

the lifting of the economic embargo but was unwilling to 

consider the immediate return of Aristide as president. No 

date for further talks was announced but, the interim Prime 

Minister announced that fresh elections would be held on 

5 January 1992 in defiance of an OAS resolution. 

Meanwhile, news filtering into neighbouring 

Dominican Republic, confirmed that the army had initiated a 

new waive of repression on December 15 to forestall the 

celebration of the first anniversary of free elections the 

following day. 

Aristide held a meeting in Caracas with the mayor 

of Port-au-Prince and six Haitian parl iamentarins to di::;cuss 

a new effort at national reconciliation in order to restore-· 

himself to office. The coup leaders suggested that Aristide 

endorse Rene Theodore, leader of the National Reconciliation 

Movement (MRN} as compromise Prime Minister in place of Jean 

Jacques Honorat. It was widely felt that Theodore a bittez 
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crltic of Aristide who wished severely to restrict his 

future powers was not guaranteed to be acceptable to the army 

or the business secto:-s which were not expecteo easily · 

to dropP their opposition to Arjstides return. 

But the result of OAS negotiations resulted 

in Aristide' s return depending on his accepting one of the 

national consensus candidates for Prime ~linister such a 

candidate had among eight conditions to be frorr. a political 

party outsioe parliament but favourably disposed to the 

parliament and to be abl~ to "reassume the popular masses, 

the international sector, the middle classes and the army'. *6 

oAS in May 1992 stepped up trade sancticns in a 

renewed attempt to persuade the military - backed provisional 

government to restore constitutional rule. But the existing 

trade embargo had failed to produce conceSsions and had 

apparently provided opportunities to the rich pro-coup elite 

and sections of the army to profit from widespread smuggling 

from the bGJrders of Dominican Republic. However, 

there was evidence that sanctionshave had a devastating impact 

on Haiti's economy. The majority of the population had been 

reduced to a state of extreme poverty, an estimated 150,000 

people had lost their jobs and famine was repartee in the 

north-west region. 

6) Ibid; PP• 68 - 69. 
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The new sanctions (i) barred from all ports 

in the Hemisphere ships delivering oil and other commercial 

cargoes to Haiti;(ii) stipulated that commercial air flights 

could not transport goods; and (iii) ended the issuing of 

travel visas and withdrawing those which were still out-

standing. However, ~unic~tions and diplomatic links were 

not cut and US business with assembly plants -- established 

under the carribean Basin Initiative (CBI) of us Ronald 

Regan administration -- in Haiti were allowed to continue 

operating. 7 

The deteriorating situation in Haiti prompted 

many poor people to attempt to flee the country by sea in small 
1'¥l3 

boats. By the end of November,. over 5,000 people were 

estimated to have left Haiti, of whom some 3,500 were being 

~eld abroad United States vessels or at US basas and over l,Ooo 

were being care~ for by the Cuban authorities. Many of the 

boats carrying Haitians were intercepted by US Coast Guard 

vessels operating in ~e area and ~heir occupants held 

either on board or at the US Navy base at Guantanamo Bay 

on Cuba where an emerging refugee camp was set up. us 

fears of a ~otential flood of refugees to southern Florida 

prompted the government to appeal to other Caribbean nations 

to accept the 'boat people' · 8 They were described as economic 

---~---~------------------

7) Haiti, 1 1.'he Shadows of Terror•, the New -

York Review of Books, Vol. 39 March 26,1992, pp. 63-64. 

8) A. Robbins and R. Knight, A diplomatic Stalemate 
the Haitian poor Adrift, us News and World Report, 1991. 
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and political refugees and, therefore, not entitled to 

a~f4~m~ or other privileges in us • 
. ;·:·\, ._. 

According to the New York Times of 29 June, 1992 

a softening of the US Government• s previous stance against 

recognition of the regime, ~~t-up after the September 1991 

military coup in Haiti, ~as detectable after Marc Baz!~ 

was sworn into office as Prime-Minister.?o.nJune 19,1992. 

The new us approach fell short of outright 

recognition for Bazin's Government, but involved urging 

Jean - 8ertrand Aristide to meet with Bazin, whereas the earlier 

US position had been that Aristide should choose his own 

Prime Minister prior to his return to the country. A deadlock 
·~ 
·I· .. 

arose with Aristide refusing to recognise Bazin and Bazin, '·. 1 

on his part, pledging his willingness to talk to Aristide 

while making no mention of his being restored to the 

presidency -- a condition insisted upon by the OAS before the 

current US backed trade embargo could be lifted. 

Bazin according to diplomatic circles had, 

att•acted US criticism, as being one of the most vociferous 

opponents of the diplomatic attempts of OAS to restore Aristide 

Bazin owed his nomination as Prime Minister to the May 8, l992 

tripartite agreement between the army, the provb1t!!al 

government, and leaders of the bicameral legislature. His 
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nomination was approved by the Senate and the Chambers of 

Deputies despite the boycott of session by the largest party, 

the pro-Aristide National Front for Change and Democracy(!'NCD). 

Bazin's inauguration was boycotted by local 
\Jo.:.t i c. a. t\.

diplomats but was attended by the papal nuncio (the vaee~ion 

being the only state to have recognized the army-backed 

regime) and also heralded another bloodshed with 300 people 

murdered by troops. 

The Eight opposition parties and voters through 

out Haiti boycotted partial legislative elections called to 

review one third of the senate on 18 January 1993 and appealed 

to the Supreme Court to cancel the elections which were seen as 

part of the army-backed regime's attempt to legitimize its 

rule. The UN and USA too regarded the poll as illegal. 

Marc Bazin the Prime Minister. called the election 

successful with a "massive turnout while he blamed "saboteurs" 

for irregularities. 

The available results increased government's 

majority in the upper house making it more likely that the 

re4Jil.me might be able to even impeach the exiled President 

Aristide, should be returned to resume Office. 

The UN mediators, former Argentine Foreign N 

Minister Dante Caputo, bec;an negotiations with the regime in 
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power suggesting the deployment in Haiti of an enlarged inter

national observer force ffom the UN and the OAS, and the 

beginning of discussions between the parties in dispute 

to end the crisis. It was for the first time, that Aristide 

agreed to negotiate with those who had overthrown him but 

Lt. General Raoul Cedras did not say whether the army would 

agree to withdraw from its role in government as hitherto 

demanded by Aristide. However, Bazin refused to accept the 

UN - OAS proposals for a 400 - strong observer force, 

on the ground that its presence would amount to "foreign 

tutelage•. The talks ended in a deadlock with Cedras 

insisting on a power - sharing agreement. 

US POSITION ON REFUGEES: 

u.s. President elect Bill Clinton in a reversal of 

his election campaign pledged to give fleeing Haitians refugees 

haven and consideration for political asylum, until democracy 

was restored, announced that " for the time being" he would 

continue the Bus~ administrction. 

Diplomatic peace efforts gained a frE>sh impetus 

with the unanimous adoption on June 16,1992, by the UN Security 

Council of Resolution 841 aathorizing a world wide oil and 

arms embargo on W•iti and freezing its financial assets 

abroad. 
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Drafted by USA, Canada, France and Venezuela, the sanction 

which were to take effect on June 23, represer: ted the strongest 

international pressure to date on the military regime 

and its supporters, although no enforcement measurels 

accompanied the resolution. The Cuban permanent 

representative at the UN opposed the Security Council's 

action in a statement on June 16, claiming that the primary 

responsibility of the Security Council was the "maint~tnance 

of international peace and security and that this did not 

"embrace the situation prevailing. in Haiti•, 

In earlier paralled moves, the US administration 

freezed assets of the military and the rich Haitian elite, 

and the cancellation of their travel visas and the OAS 

General Assembly responded to Aristide call for oil sopplies 

and aJrlinks to be cut.*9 

RESIGNATION OF BAZIN AS PRIME MINISTER : 

On September 2, Robert Malval was installed 

as Prime Minister to prepare way for exiled President 

Jean-Bertrand Aristide •s scheduled return on October 30 

1993. But, the assasination of Justice Minister Guej Malary, 

the accord signed by Ceadras sponsored by UN for the retum ~ 

Aristide to office on October 30,1993 was shaky from the 

start. An army backed port workers refused to allow a US Navy 
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ship to dock and unload US and Canadian troops.*12 

The military junta whidh almost certainly ordered 

the ~illing, declared a day of mourning, and Francois offered 

IJ7 

a reward for information leading to the capture of the rr:urderers. 

"The military now feel they can do what they want", said one 

government official, "they can even re - in - vent truths." 

Its fears grew for the safety of l,C*!» ~rican 

nationals in Haiti, Clinton warned: •The military authorities 

in Haiti must simply understand that they cannot indefinitely 

defy the desires of their own people as wellaas the will of the 

~world community". He bas frozen Haiti's assets in America 

and, in a mo¥e reminscent of the 1962 cuban missile blockade, 

given the six American warships that arrived off the coast 

yesterday sweeping powers t.o stop and search suspicious merchant 

vessels. A further 450 American marines were kept on stdnd-by 

at the American base at Guanta::;amo Bay, Cuba. 

But fear gripped Port - au - Prince. One western 

' dtplomat said : 'There is nobody left to stop the country 

disintegrating. Things prevented the greatest superpower in 

the world from coming ashore and they are chasing the UN out. 

Nobody is in charge except hoodlums run by the military. *13 

13) New Strait Times ( Kuala Lampur ) October 30, 1993. 
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PM Marc Bazin resigned on 8 June as head of 

the army backed coalition government as the outgoing minister 

refused to resign unabling him from installing four new 

cabinet members. The discreditted former provisional President 

Joseph Nerette than formed a new government which was rejected 

by the OAS. 

GOVERNORS ISLAND AGREEMENT: 

Exiled President Aristide and the 1991 coup 

leaders General Cedras. Commander - in - Chief of the armed 

forces signed on 3 July 1993 a peace agreement mediated by 

the UN and OAS to resolve the political crisis in Haiti. 

No direct meeting took place between the two in 

six days of talks. The 10-point peace plan known as Governors 

Island agreement allowed for (i) the granting by Aristide of 

an amnesty (without specifying precis ely whom this would cover. 

(ii)Aristide's retum to Haiti by October 30, 1993 (iii) the 

resignation of Cedras ( 0ut: i:10t of other army officers) and 

the appointment by .ltristide of a new armed forces ·~oromander -

in chief , who. in tarn was to name his o"ffi staff; ( iv) the 

adoption of a law creating a new police force and the 

appointment of a new police chie-f by Aristidl-~ (v) the 

appointment by Aristide of a PM (vi) the ratification of the 

PM' s appointment by a 'normal' Hai tion 1 s National Assernbly 

(vii) the suspension of UN and OAS trade sanctions once the 
fook 

new PM ~ Office (v.ti.il) the start of exchanm~s amona nolitical 

na rtiP5 under UH - OAS ausnices to put the countrv on the path 

of normal i t:y ( ix) intern.~t ion a 1 cooperation. cons istino of 
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technic~l aid and assistance to make administrative and 

1udicial reforms and to modernize the armed forces. fx) UN 

and OAS verific~tion of full compliance with the a~reement.*lO 

ThP quick acceptance of the agreement by 

Cedras' delegation reoortedl v nlaced much t'ressur.:a on both 

Ar is tide a rrl tre Haitian mi 1 ita ry to c Orf!) ly. 

Arlstid.e 
91\MU'Cii:A~ e held out for seve ra 1 hours be£ ore 

signing and did so on receiving UN gurantees for his personal 

sa:fi:ty on his retum and a pledge that th ~ Trade emb:l rgo 

wculd be reimposerl if the military cootinued to violate 

human rights. He had intltially Of:posed the prorosed 

four month •transition period' before being .restored to 

office and had sought th2 r:uick retirement of the army 

high cororrand. CedrQ2s who on his return to Haiti called on 

the army to r:e turn to the ba rr·1Ck s, c oof id ent ly announced 

that the milit'ry would r.o.,ever honour the agreerrent represent

atives d the main rolitical 1=arties also approved the agreement 

and _,greed to a rolitical truce wh:ch v1ouhl last some six

months to guarantee 3. stable tr.'lnsiticn pericd. for the 

establishrrent ct. demOCr4"cy. 

The UIS. state Departrrent announced on July 26 

th<1 t Aristide intt.:rrled to name .3S new F rime r-~inister 

aobert !-Jc.l val, a Euror.-.ean eauc :1 ted inte llec tua 1 and owner of 
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Natal Publishing Catrpany, who 'also• comrranded the respect 

of the business class. Mal val headed a transi ticn cabinet 

that was to prepare for the presidents • return. Malaval's 
has 

/2-0 

government been po-.-:er less in the face of army backed terrorism 
/:'. 

and assassinations including th=t of the justice minister.*ll 

H"l it ian army Chief Genera 1 Ced ra s rejected 

president Aristide 's demaoo th""t high ranking military 

officers the chief of st1ff and the army hiah comnand resign. 

After their resign·;tions, Aristide said he would summon tre 

legislature to ratify an amnesty for the military. Cedras 

rejected the dennrrl saying it violated Hctiti's constitution. 

as he ·.-~anted aon amnesty not cnly the army but • a general 

amnesty for society•. Cedra's derre.nd for its ratification 

has l:.€en impcssible since the legislature has been unable 

to muster a quorum. 

Robert Malval expressed reservations over the exiled 

president's call for an embargo of all non-humanitc:Jrian gcods. 

"It's a heavy burden' said Malval, who agreed to remain 

in Office despite the apparent collapse cf a*14 July agreement 

to reinstate Aristide tomorrow. 

11) A. Hilentz. " Agreement signed to restore Haitian President 
.1\ristide to Cffice• Foreign Policy Bulletin (New York) 
Vol. 4, surrner 1993, pp. 9-70. 

14) Tirres of Irrl ia(New Delhi) C:Ctober 30,1993 
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Some experts fear tha.t a total blockade would 

cause more harm than good by makinJ life even more c iff icult 

for ordinary Haitians, but several pra-Aristide parliamentary 

deputies visiting New York. prodicted it would bring the military 

down in days." 

At us z:equest, the security Council voted to reirrpose 

an embargo on oil and arms shiprrents to Haiti.theJustice Ministel 

in the transitional government that was to prove the W3.y for 

Aristide's return was ass4ssinated in Haiti. Nav, what 

proctically amrunts to a blockade of Haiti prevails. 

Thus, Haiti experienced the democratic wave sweeping· 

Latin Arrericallt in the 1980s arrl voted a priest am pacifist 

Mr. Aristide to po,..er as President. Aristme•s firm steps 

to haoo le corrupt business men am uny-uly arned forces 
1 

made him unpopular with the Fe>werful elite. He •ost out in 

a military coup after just nine mcnths in Office • 

Two years of intense diplcmatic efforts had 

railed to restore democracy to Haiti ,.,ben the UN security 

Council voted in June 16,1993 to impose economic sanctions on 

that island from the Florida coast {USA). The resolution 

covered an internationa 1 ambargo on oil and arms shipments and 

a freezing of Haiti's foreign assets. The:ese were no enforcement! 

clauses, though the US had a fleet of coast guard ships in the 

area to interupt Haitian b03t peq:>le, sanctions were imposed 
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despite a IIM:-minute effort by Haiti's military reeked 

parliament to avert disaster by farmaly recognising Aristide 

But the effer came with conditions attached, including 

Mr. Aristide's confirm:ltion of General Cedras as Haiti's 

mili ta.ry Chief until 1994. 

The OAS had imposed an embargo on Haiti soon 

aiter the coup but it was full of loopholes and had no more 

than a limi tee! effect. Haiti got its oil from Holland. 

The uH embargo, however, appeared to have 

worked. On July3·, General Cedras, the strongma-n 

who led the coup, agreed to let UN troops into Haiti to 

'prcfessionalise' his military and police forces. More 

ixnportant he agreed to step down am a llew Mr. Aristide •s 

sa£ e return to pONe r by CCtober 3 0, in return for an 

assurance c£ a~sty for the coup plotters. On August 25, 

Haiti's Parliament confirmed Mr. Aristide's choice of 

Mr. Malval as prime minister and sa:fd that he would resume 

his duties at thetearliest. 

Yet the UN was soon to be warned trouble. In 

septenber one of Aristide • s closest advisers, Antoine Izme ry 

was shot dead during a church service by gunmen suspected of 

t1es with the military regime. During a strike some days 

later enforced by the army's plaincloths f rieoos, 

demonstrators chanted anti-Aristide slogans. And it was 
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soon evident that the Ha it i-3 n military forces were 

determined to back out ~ the ag.reerrent that let ~:- .. Aristidl 

come back to power. 

As the trocpship us Harlan County, as p3rt of 

a UN farce, pullea into the ap:r.r caches of Port--3.U-Prdnce 

on OCtober 11,1993, an angry mob of arrred _Irotestors, 

probably organised by the military regime, shouted •go back' 

'lhe 600 troops on Haitian Counti'Y v,•e:re neither arrred nor 

prepared for an opposed landing -- they were mostly 

engineers and specialists intended for repairing roads, 

hospitals and schools and train a new Haiti-3.n police f crce. 

The ship pulled up an anchor and steamed away. 

At US reM.lest the security Council voted to 

reimpose oil anc arms sh iprnents to Haiti and after a 

practical blockade the political impasse continues in Haiti. 

EX'lERNAL FACTORS AND PROSFECTS FOR DEMCCRb.CY: 

Re inf ore ing the impasse is the d~ la tory even 

indifferent apprcach c:f the us. All though the pericrl 

since the ouster to Aristide in september 1991, us policy 

makers have l:een obstens ibly look in;; for a political 

centre in a gigh ly polarized country. While, committed 

in principle to supporting and restoring the elected 

government of Aristide, us finds the arrred forces alone 

as a bng- term guaranter of st."lbility and perhaps 

constituting tre political centre itself. hlhile supporting 

the return of Aristicle, !t has s imultaneou 1 1 s y ool~ee 
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the other way. As far as tte violation of human rights by 

the a.rroed fc rce s is concernea, while talking of a military 

option, the forces, so to saY is on multinaticoal pressure 

aoo negotL"ltions. In t.rms, US support to the restoration 

of demcc racy ie Haiti is more voca 1 and much 1e ss rra te ria 1 

with his 5 year Presidential term due to an end in 

Deceml:er 1993, Aristide has a lr EBdy 1-:een out of po.ver 

for nearly three yea·rs 7 arrl there were no prosr:ects 

d early and easy return. Hardly prdess iona1 am 

extremely unpopular Haitian armed forces can hardly offer 

any res is tanc e to any involving mul t Lna tiona 1 f crce s 

seeking t:_o re-establish democracy. However, such an 

d.rgument ~as created, serious misgivings about the 

intentions of US am US led OAS arrl UN. In the post-

cold war scenario, is democracy l:ecoming a new pretext of 

covert and overt - interventions? 

"Be that as it may, the failure of July 1993 

agreemmt to restore Aristide by 30 Cctober 1993 a 

president led to re-imposition of UN sanctions. Not to be 

deterred by threat of anred invasion or UN sanctions, 

the military junta teg . .,n contemplating invoking article 149 

c£ the Crnsti tution which calls for the Chief outside of 

the suprerre Court to assume presidency. Haiti's 

parliament , a "bo,g~,.s broy which 8es elected in January 

1993, could ratify the change. Already several right - '.-Jin~ 
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anti-Aristide political parties l:egdn supporting the idea of 

an interim President. :Fearing th t an interim presidency 

would precipitate the crisis and make negoti3tions even more 

0 
irrelevant, UN en~, Dante Caputo warned the military 

Government, WiX~8JC~ not to appoint any interim president. 

Despite such flagrant violations af all norms and back-

tracking on the July 1993 agreement, civilian administration 

still s~~ of "America's commitmmt to finding a negotiated 

settlerrent" What is perhaps, hov,ever, not so aston ish ing in 

a 11 this is C 1 in ton afmin istra t ion •s unflinching faith in 

milit'3ry's bonFl- fides. 

In December 1993, Clinton administration aqain 

pror:osed negotiations with the m11 i~ry us spec ia 1 

envoy to Haiti, bt~:u Lawrence rezallo along with represen-

tatives frorr UN, France, Camda and venezuela tried to 

persuade Aristide to endorse the new plan who only rejected 

it saying th.::t talks can begin only after his "physical 

return to Haiti". 'Ihe new plan originally mooted by Robert 

Malval before Che tesigned as prime minister, suggested a '-, 

more broad-bcsed negotiations. I-1alval's resignation as 

head of the transitional government was occassioned its 

failure to restore Aristide. His resignation removed 

perhaps the last moderate leader, US crulc have relied upon. 

As e xrectee, rril ita ry junta installed the 

suprE"'"""f2 Court Geraoge Emile Jonassaint as provisional 
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F.res:ld ent in 1-".ay 1993. Army Chief, Raoul Cldras 

has vowed to stay en as head of the arned forces until his 

term eJ<pires in January 1995, ani made army negot..~....o.tions 

conditioning on the outside war ld re-organising the ,.-,:: 
.~ 

Junassaint GOilernment. Unable to either persuade or prE:ssure 

the military junto. to allow Aristide to return. Talks of an 

invasion on not very cle .. r grounds ranging from restoration 

of democracy to protecting the lives of some 3,500 US 

citizens in Haiti have re-surfaced with greater intensity 

and while US administration has acknowledged that US marines 

were conducting training exercises fD the Bahames port of 

t 15,000 rnultinaticnal forces to restore demcx::racy admittedly 

with UN apProval, us V-ice President, Albert Gore urged that 

sanctions t:e given JTlore time tow ork. Gore has desirEd any 

irmdnent invasion. t-,Jhile Aristide has demarrled 11s1r:ift and 

de£ initive" acticns by the internaticnal community to~ 

oust the military leaders, the junta has begun drumming 

up pOpular support against any i~nd ing invasion. 

Both sanctions and threats of military invasion 

have not yet weakened the resolve of military junta to step 

down. Tightening of sanctions in June 1994 by US which 

included an end to most financial transactions l:etween 

the us anc Haiti and banning of all canmercial flights. 

led tc further deterioration in human rights situation as 
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the number of refuge.es fleeing Haiti mounted sharply 

since ~ay 1994. Unrecognizea by most governrrents, 

rather consicered as illegitirrate, military now inststs 

an recognizing the mimstitutional and legitirracy 

af Jonassaint governrrent as the ne'"'conaition for any 

further negoti3tions Junaissant•s aprointnent has 

forl'l'B1iseC1 the military's break in negotiations with the 
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UN en a ~aceful errl to the crisis. Kven a much - mello,..,ed 

Aristide who has b£€n speaking now in terms of a general 

amnesty ana national reconc·ilat~on that .remains simply 

unacceptable to the military junta and the conservative 

dcminant classes. 



SUMMil..RY AND CO~tW~ON 

The present impasse is tontinuing with no 

prospects of the early solution. The two Haiti'•--

one belonging to the Urban, French-speaking, rich 

elite, and the otherCDmposed of the impoverished rural 

masses are locked in an inverse relationship. In 

a country with few economic resources for development, 

the tiny ruling elite ensured its continued domination 

and r~le by keeping the vast~ajority economically poor and 

excluded from all political avenues. This has been, in 

hUfll the experience of Hal ti ~s~ne&i ts independence in the 

nineteenth century. The first black -rep~bLi.e and only 

the second country to ~4in independence -- after US --, in the 

Western Hemisphene, Haiti remained mLled in civil wars 

and brief p0riods of stability imposed by regional strongmen 

throughout the nineteeenth century. I11 the process, it developed 

neither traditions nor institutions for democracy and 

rule of law. On the contrary, the century marked,. the 1'u1e 

of a mutatto elite who during the Colona! period were 

favoured by the France. Vast majority, mostly of Blacks, 

settled into a subsistence economy. 

US intervention in 1915 and occupation of the country 
J.fi.Lk,?-j' 

until! 1934 incensed racist feelings. LaQki~ revenge 

against the mulatto elite for its exploitation and injustices, 

the urban educated blacks launched a black conciousness 



movement ttf..pe. ehief protagonist in the 1940s was Dr.Francois 

Duvalier. Using his popularity among the blacks especially 

among the poor of Port-au-Prince, Duvalier managed and 

manipulated the support of the military and the US the 

two key factors in Haitian politics and staked his claim 

for the presidency in the elections of 1956. 

Once in office, the popularly elected president 

Francois Duvalier startciL laying the basis of a presonalist-

authoritarian rule which ea11 "bE::tte:p "be. described as a 

personalist dictatorship. To keep the military in cheek,he 

in 1959 created the National SecuPit·y Volunteers, nlcknamed 

as Ton ton Macoutes. Brutish and thuggish, Ton ton Macoutes 

not only successfully counter-balanced the military ~~~ 

also thro~gh violence and intimidation kept th0 entire 

population under check. Personally loyal and under 

direct contro~ of the president, Tonton Macautes lived 

off extorton and intimidation. Ouvalier even used the01to 
e..lr',..,·.....,..IA.. ~ 

sry , manipulate and even ~o~lti~ate his opponen~a-Aif the 

upper e~u~t of the society. To keep the tiny bwsiness -

class and the small group of professional and bureaucratslo~, 
J,.,_ 

Duvalier introduced a kind of fran~hise system; ~ let 

out econo.nic opportunities and sources to his allies -- all 

inter-related, through marriages and business partn8rships 

With the proviso to withdraw them if they wavered in 

the loyalities to the dictator. 1~ the process the entire 

elite lived off the fev; resources and t-oreign econo ... ic abd 

by denying even '"b~~~ amenities to the people. Such a 
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system enabled Duvaliers to amass a huge fortune since 

U.2re was no dist~i1ction left between public traeing -#.,.~7 

and personal wealth. 

To the masses, Duvalier offered the sop of voodoo. 

Himself wel~versed with the cult ~nd its intricate 
e_y-,q~e_cf ' 

rituals, no gainsaying, voodoo ~.~hed his personalist 

dictatorship with certain amount of legitimacy. Denying 

and despiS~d by previous regimes, voodoo is more than 

a religious. ~ult forth~ masses. In the absence of a 

meaningful role of the state and governments in thel"{li ves, 

the impoverished rural masses took to voodoo as the 
bo..s1S 

ongoing la~~ of their community and social life. 

With all vital elements in plane, Duvalier mani

pulated the constitution and the legisUtiJ.ye on the eve of 1964 

elections and 9otten himself declared a presidf'nt.o f2,:;;. 

life. He went ahead and furthe~ got the constitution cha.njd 

making his rule hereditary. Different on account of its 

his tory; colbnlal background and racial composition from 

f 1 f 
.eil 

rest o· the region, Duva ier urther enc~~raj/the 

country's isolation from rest of the region including the 

us .. 

Jean Claude Duvalier who became president - for 

life at the age of nineteen in 1971 tired to tink:er with 
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the system •. ln the first place, the political system 

itself was De ing strained as the old network of p0-sonalities 

and loyalties was undergoing change as a result o~ change 

at the top. Besides, Jean Claude Duvalier brought his ~r 
loyals --- mostly his own school mates -- and a small group 

of professionals into positions of power and prominence. 

tHe promised political refonns including electoral politics 

and politi~l parties. For a while, it, looked th~t a 
" 

personalist - dictatorship is changing into a modernizing 

authoritarian rule. ~trains within th,, system mainly as a 

result of changing power equations among the ruling elite 
erne-~enc...e. ~ 

and the exp~~nce ~oiseveral political partieis and political 

activity made Jean Claude Duvalier retrace his steps. 

Political parties £overing the entire ideological spectrum 

for left to right, press and radio station and above all, 

the myriad of community-basea organisations who had began 
-role 

assuming political f.urthe~ too, all took the promise of 

electoral politics seriously. 

The reasons for the down.fall of Jean Claude 

Duvalier are ~ot far to seek. The Duvalierist system had 

lo~t its internal cohesion and balance between f~ding 

components. Jean Claude Duvalier and his internal Coterie 
c 

consisted of immature and political ~ov~es who lacked the 

manipulative abilities of Francois Duvalier and his cohort. 



His promise of economic modernization and political reforms 

a~ou~·gd new ho~es and aspirations. The regime compounded 

its problems by shuttering off all political activities 

and resorting to violent and repressive action. Its 
hi!lm-handedness in dealing with several agitations and strikes 

further precipitated the crisis, and alienated those 

belonging to middle strata of the society such as teachers, 

lower rungs of the bureaucracy and particularly those 

urban educated elements who had taken the promises of 

politieat ·,liberalization seriously. 
-....\.)\ 

It was an amorph~s popular uprising that deposed 

Jean Claude Duva lier. It.Y,as an ev-ent of fdr-reaching 

implications • In the first place, it called for overt 

a 11 lances and understanding '+t~ the "hod.y poll tic • With 

the deposition, the much-dreaded and hated Tonton Macoutes 

disappeared, ;orne of themfell even to popular ang8r and ln 

such a situation, military saw a opportunity to redeem its 

historic position as the sole repository of all coercive 
inst7+ut:Zo., - · 

powers and the only·situatioR capo~le of guaranteeing 

public order. Not averse to transition to a &.moc..:T'.ati.e.. 
'f'Ltle 

.o.A-;..e, it assumed the role of an arbi t · .er. The small business 

class falt apperhensive of any civilian rule for it may mean 
. 

reduction in the ecc-ncmu process and privileges. 



The popular movernents lacking noth a programme 

and an organisation could not go beyond aspiring for a 

democratic rule. However, 'ienea th their aspirations were 

the aspirations of peasantry for land and better prices 

forth~~ produce, workers aspirations for unions and 

other labour rights and in general, a desire for a poll ti-eal 

order free of violence, intimation and consumption. 

The interim-military-dominated National Government 

Council (CNGJ though committee to election and transfer 

of power to civilian Government, was hNv-e v-e,f7 apprehensive 

of the popular demands. 

The outlying provinces, long ignored by Ouvalier 

and in the absence of viable communication network, p i.1lla-ged 
~("~ 

by the Tonton Macoutes and provinci~t· army ga't't>i.s.ons 

longed for some moai.~um of economic development. 

Likewsie, communities living in isolation whose only 

contact with th~ capital city was in the form of 

penetration by TontonsMacoutes and the business elite and 

significantly who, in isolation, had developed that 

over mechanism of community living and sharing, now 

demanded decentra{i~ation of powers and participation in 

local affairs. 
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The 1987 consitutition though framed by the 

conservative body however under popu~ar pressure had 

to accede to demands such a6 independent electoral 

commission and a more powerful legislature. lt became the 

symbol of democratic aspirations and change. The 
scer,e 

political ~&De before the elections due in November 

1987 had few notable features~most significant being 

the emergence of several political parti•i mainly occupying 

the centre of the poll tical spectrum. Nebulous both in 

their programes and organisations~ they were led by 

political personalities that, if elected, were expected 

to govern with mod era ti on and consensus. They were nearly 

all committed to democratic rule; their political-
oP . 

programmatic differences werejhardly if any relevance in 

the context of the unfolding political sitution of 1987. 

The press and ra411o stations had taken their role 

seriously and with responsibility. Especially the radio 

stations belonging to reformist and radical catholic church 

were in the forefront of political socializatioh and 

molal liza tion. 

The Haiti of the deprived and impoverished masses 

saw in the forthcoming elections, an historic opportunity 

to get ri~~ of centuries of exploitation and denial of 
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political rights. In equal measure, the old Duvalierists 

elements particularly the big business and the armed forces, 

at least a section of it, saw a danger to their decades· 

old privileges and corrupt practices. Not only military 

hierarchy stood divided; even lower rungs were apprehensive~ 

losing their new f~d power and sources of enrichment. The 
ou...tc.o~ 

entiFe of these developments was the ~rutal repression of 

the entire electoral political process. 

0 utJ:r i. a.e World especially US seemingly responded 

to the situation only when the indiscrimate violence by army 

and Tonton Macoutes, who had resurfaced, resulted in several 

1 
C.'¥}~ 

hundred deaths. Internationa outlaY and the patently, 

illegitimate nature of the Cf\ri rule forced the mill tary and 

their conservative allies to hold the fareical electi-ons 

a January 1988 and install the civilian leslie Manigat a 

~resident. Maniga ts imf~"'"U denc~ and his bid to play off 

different sections of the military against each other 

cost him the presidency. 

ren">ova. f . . . 
Manigats ~stem indicated that the die had been 

cast • No vivilian regime could survive without the 

explicit support of the armed forces; and no civilian 

rule would be permitted to go to the extent of upsetting 

the continued domination of the conservative elements. The 
SO..~.J 

period since the overthrm~ of Manigat~deep divisions and polari-

sations. Moderates of various hues who occupied an 

• 



important place only few months ago had all disappeared. 

The mass democratic movement though repressed and broken 
rn It i lo..n r 

f , was to reemerge as a more ~ wheLecut 

and-w-it~t. Equally · . significant, was a series 

of coups and counter-coups indicating breaking down of the 

armed forces as a cohesive body. 

All-though the period since the deposition of 

Duvalier was lacking a catalyst around which diverse 

elements seeking change could organize and galvaile 

themselves. When the electionsfor December 1990 were 

announced, ostensih,ly under considerable external 

pressure, such a catalyst emerged in the form of Fr. 

Jean Bertrand Aristide -- a radical priest belonging to the 

Salesian order. Immensely popular, he won the presidential 

elections with a ladslide majo;ity. His ta,.lavala i.e. 

'cleansing' movement promised to wash away all elements 

of the corrupt decadent system. Neither his radical 

rhetoric nor his policies were acceptable to the old 

Ouvalierist elements. Even the US was apprehensive of 

radicalism and his inability to keep his militant 

following in_ cheek. Promising only povery with dignity, he 
' became the eplo.tome of all that the old Duvalieris t elements 

had feared. Lynching of Known Tonton Macoutes by his 
pu.-r.g~s 

followers, ~ and transfers of the officers in the 

armed forces and his rhetorical calls to the big business 



to adopt honest practices and si;ow compassion and 

responsibility towards the poor only strengthened the 

resolve of his opponent. 
?ef!~heJt 

Aristide was overthrown in ~ 1991 and 

Haiti saw another round of indiscriminate terror and violence 

directed against his followers. Aristide had "subverted" 

the democratic process, alleged any chief, Lt. General 

Raoul Cedras and the principal leader of the coup. 

-~' Internation~ ~ondemnation of the coup especially by 

members of the organisation of American States (OAS) 

including us t~ impost tion of oil anr~~and c:J.e-~...1- :ffl 

suspension of economic aid by US and several European 

countries. For nearly two years after the coup, UN, OAS 

and several other countries have worked to broker a 

political peace that would allow Aristide to return and 

resume his office. After several efforts and under int~use 

pressure from UJ[and US, Aristide and Cadras finally signed 

a form.a\· accord Governort Island in New York in 

July 1993. Under the terms of the agreement while Cadras 

agreed to step down and permit Aristide to resume power by 
lo 

30 Octob~r 1993, Aristide agreed an amnesty for all those 
A. 

who had participated in the coup. 

The accord broke down as military junta -- which 

had reportedly signed it only to get UN sanctions lifted 

retraced its steps and refuse~ both to relinquish power 

and allow Aristide to return. Neither sanctions nor threats of 
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harsher economic and mill tary ~5 ou:rc--es have ye;rsu..o..o...«-£f Th..t. 

£-
returnPd~the military Junta. Hather, emboldened it 

responded to international~ criticism and re~position 

of sanction by unleashing a frefsh w~ of violence and 

terror. Military Junta bDoke all pretensions to compromise 

and negotiations as it went ahead despite serious warnings by 

US and UN, and installed Supreme Court Justice Emile 

Jonassaint as provisional president. 

• &~ 

Sancfon' s have 1een l,eaky 11the military Junta 

continues to meet requirements for fuel and other goods 

from across the 250-mile long border with~ominican Republic. 

wa~y of Aristide's radical rhetoric--and given the 

low strategic importance of the country in the post-&old 

war era, it is the US insistence on a negotiated settlement 

thatp has further emboldened the Junta. Its support for 

democracy including restoration of Ai:istide but only with 

the cooperation; in fact through the medium of the military 

that mainly accounts for the present impanse. Even 

possibilities Of a muitinational armed inVaS'l.On that 

are being entertained presently -- are unlikely to restore 

Aristide. It is suggested that once military Junta is forciafly 

removed, Haiti should remain under the control of an inter

national¥pp peace-keeping force until 1995 when fresh 

elections would be due. Such a sm~rio, if it per-nits 

the return of Aristide, would do so only for a brief 

period and that too, with his powers greatly circumscribed. 

In sum, the goal of democracy still remains for away 



I 
despite popular mobilization and peoples sacrifice 

for it, ar.J even more, despite regional and interna tion2(l 

rhetoric of support for it. 
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